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SECTION II.
OF MOVING POWERS AND THEIR RECIPIENT MACHINES.

CHAPTER I.
OF THE MEASURE OF POWERS AND THEIR EFFECTS.

§ 42. Dynamometer.-In order to determine the mechanical effect
produced by powers and machines, in terms of the horse power unit,
three elements are necessary, viz: The n1,agnitude of the power or
effort, the distance pa,sed through by it, and the time during which
thepower has acted.
To enable_ us to represent the effect of forces, we must, therefore,
have measures of the force applied, the distance, and the time. Dg
namometers serve to measure the force applied, the chain is generally
used for measuring space, and clocks or watches measure time. If P
be the magnitude of the force indicated by the dynamometer, and 8
the distance throughout which it has acted during the time t, then,
the work or mechanical effect produced in this time is = Ps, and the
Ps
work per second L = -·
t
Of dynamometers, there are various forms. The common balance
is a dynamometer, and is used to measure the force of gravity or
weight. Modifications of spring balances, and the friction brake are
the dynamometers applied to measure forees producing mechanical
effect. The friction brake is applied to measuring the mechanical
effect given off by revolving axles.
�a.lances are simple or compound levers, on which the force or
weight to be measured is set in equilibrium with standard weights.
Balances are either equal or unequal-armed levers, and the latter
are variously combined, according to the purposes to which they are
applied.
§ 43. Common Balance.-The common balance is a lever with
equal arms, Fig. 92, on which the weight Q to be _me�sure� is
equilibriated by an equal weight P. .llB is the beam with �ts points
of suspension, (Fr. ft/au, Ger. Waagebalken,) CD the index or
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point, (Fr. aiguillr., Ger. Zunf/f')
l'E tho snppo1·t or fork, ( l1'r. Hllp
porf, Ger. Sclteere,) C is the knife
edge or fulcrum, o. three-sided
pri�n1 of hnrcl steel.
The requisites of a halo.nee nre:
1. That it sha.11 take n horizoutal
position when the weights in the
t,vo seniles are equal, and only then.
2. 'l'he balnnco 1nust hn.ve sensi
bility nnd st,tbilifll, that is, it mu t
play ,vith a, very slight difference
of wciaht in either of the scaleR
nn<l must readily recover its hori�
zontal position, when the ,vci�h
0 ts
are ugnin n10.do equnl.
That a Lalancc with equnl weights in the t,vo scales may bo in acl
justment, the arms mu1-1t be perfectly equal. If a be tho length of
tl1e one, and b be that of tho other arm ; P the weight in tho one
scale, ond Q that in tho other. �'hen when the beam i8 horizontal
Pa= Qb. If, however, we transpose the ,veights P nnd Q, we hnvo
again Ph = Qa, if the beam retain its horizontal position. From
the two equations ,�-o have P2 ab= Qi ab, therefore, P = Q, nncl
likewise a= b. ,Vhen, therefore, on trunRposing the weights, the
equilibrium is not disturbed, it is n test of tho truth of tho balance.
A balance may a.Jso be te�ted in the fol�o"·ing �1.nn�er. _If we put
one after the other two \\·eights P and P into er1u1hbr1um Wlth o. tl1ircl
Q in the opposite sen.le, the two weights P ontl P are equal to each
other though not necessarily equal to Q. If, then, wo la.y the two
equal weights in the opposite scales, re1noving Q, we abonl<l hn.ve in
case of equilib1·ium Pa = Pb, und hence a = b. Thus tho horiFig. 02.

Fig. 03.

J\.

p

Q
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zontality of the balance when two equal weights are laid upon it, is
a direct proof of its truth or J°i.tstness. Small inaccuracies may
be adjusted by means of the screws K, L, as shown on the balance
(Fig.l93),
which serves to press out or pull in the points of sus
_
pension.
If a balance indicates weights P and Q for the same body, accord
ing as it has been weighed in the one scale or the other, ,ve ha.ve
for the true weight X of that body : Xa = Pb and Xb = Qa, hence
X? . ab= PQ . ab , or, X2 = PQ, and X = ✓ PQ, or the geometric
mean between the t'loo values is the true 'loeiglit of the body.
We may also put X = ✓ P ( P + Q-P) = P .J 1 + Q P, and
-;;

Q, when, as is usual, the
approximately= P (1 + Q --:;, p) =
pt
2
difference Q- P is small ; we may, therefore, take the arithmetical
rnean of the two weighings a-s tlie true weight.
§ 44. SenBibility of Balances.-That the balance may move as
freely as possible, and particularly that it may not be retarded by
friction at the fulcrum, this is formed into a three-sided prism or
knife-edge of steel, and it rests on ha,rdened steel plates, or on agate,
or other stone. In 01·der, further, that the direction of the resultant
of the loaded or empty scale may pass through the point of sus
pension uninfluenced by friction, in order, in short, that the leverage
of the scale may remain constant, it is necessary to hang the scales
by knife-edges. In whatever manner such a balance is loaded, we may
always assume that the ,veights act at the points of suspension, and
that the points of application of the resultant of these two forces is in
the line joining the points
Fig. 94.
of suspension. As, according to Vol. I. § 122, a sus
pended body is only in
equilibrium when its centre
of gravity is under the point
of suspension, it is evident
that the fulcrum D of the
balance, Fig. 94, should be
a.hove the centre of gravity
S of the empty beam, and
also not below the line .IJB
drawn through the points
of suspension. In what follows, we shall assume that the fulcrum
D is above .llB and above 8.
T �� �eviation of a balance from horizontality is the meas�re of its
sens1b1hty, and we have to investigate the dependence of this on the
difference of weight in the scales. If, for this, we put the length of
the arms C.l-1 and CB = l, the distance CD of the fulcrum from the
line passing through the points of suspension= a, the distance SD
of the centre of gravity from the fulcrum= s, if further we put the
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angle of deviation from the horizontal - t, the weight of the empty
beam=- G, the weight on the one side - P, and that on the othe r
== P + Z, or the difference - Z, and, lastly, the weight of each
scale, and its apurtenances - Q, we have the statical moment on
the one side of the balance: (P + Q + Z). DH- (P + Q + Z)
(CK-DE)=- (P + Q + Z) (l co,. t-a sin. ♦ ) and on the other
side: (P + Q). DL + G. DF ... (P -f: Q) (CM+ DE)+.�: DF
== ( P + Q) ( l coa. t + a sin. ♦) + G, ,in. t; therefore, equ1hbr1um:
(P + Q + Z) l co,. t - a ,in. t)- (P + Q) (l co,. t + a sin. ♦ )
+ G, sin. t, or, if we introduce tang. ♦, and transform:
[(2 (P + Q) + Z] a+ G,] tang. ♦ - Z l, therefore,
.
Zl
--=
=tang.t ]-a-+ G�,·
(2 (P + Q--)-+--=z
This expression informs us that the deviation, and, therefore, the
aen,ihilitg of the balance, increases with the length of the beam, and
decreases as the distances a and, increase. Again, a heavy balance
is, ctZteri, parihu,, less sensible than a light one, and the sensibility
decreases continually, the greater the weights put upon the scales.
In order to increase the sensibility of a balance, the line .IJB joining
the points of suspension and the centre of gravity of the balance,
must be brought nearer to each other.
If a and , were equal to O, or if the points D and S were in the
line .JJB, we should have tang. t - Zl - oo, therefore t - 90° ; and
0

therefore the slightest difference of weights would make the beam
kick or deflect 90°. In this case for Z - O, we should have:
tang. ♦ - �, i.e. the beam would be at rest in any position, if the

weights were equal in each scale, and the balance would therefore
be useless. If we make only a =- O, or put the fulcrum in the line
.IJB, then tang. t =- Zl, or the sensibility is independent of the
Gs
amount weighed by the balance. By means of a counterweight N
with a screw adjustment, Fig. 93, the sensibility may he regulated.
§ 45. Stability and Motion of Balances. -The stability, or statical
moment, with which a balance with equal weights returns to the po
sition of equilibrium, when it has inclined by an angle t, is deter
mined by the formula:
. 8 - 2 ( P + Q)• DE + G • DF - (2 ( P + Q ) a + Gs] sin. t.
Hence, the measure of stability increases with the weights P, Q, and
G, and with the distances a and s, but is independent o.f tl,e lengtlt
of the beam.
. A balance vibrating may be compared with a pendulum, and the
time of its vibrations may be determined by the theory of the pen
dulum. 2 ( P + Q) a is the statical moment, and 2 ( P + Q) . .IJIP
=- 2 ( P + Q) (l 1 + a1) is the moment of inertia of the loaded scales
and G • is t�e st�tical moment of the empty beam. If we put th�
moment of 1nert1a of the beam - G g•, we have for the length of
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the pendulum which would be isochronous with the balance (Vol. I.
§ 2 50):
2 + G 2
2
(
P
+
Q)
(l2
+
a
)
r = ___,_______
:y ,
2 (P + Q ) a + G s
and hence the time of vibration of the bala nce :
+
(P
Q) (l2 + a1) + Gy 2 ;
t =- ,,
g [2 (P + Q)] a + G s
for which, when a is very small or 0, we may put:
t= "
2 ( p!f- Q) l2 + G!/2
•
gGs
It is evident from this that the time of a vibration increases as
P, Q, l increase, and as a and s diminish. Therefore, with equal
weights, a balance vibrates the more slowly, the more sensible it is,
and therefore weighing by a sensible balance, is a slower process
than with a less sensible one. On this account it is useful to furnish
sensible balances with divided scales (as Z, Fig. 93). , In order to
judge of the indication of such a scale, let us put Z the additional
weightl== 0 in the denominator of the formula :
Zl
tang. t = ----------,
[2 (P+ Q) + Z] a + G s
and write t instead of tang. t, we then get:
Zl
♦ =- 2 (P + Q) a + G s .
If we then put Z for Z1 , and t for ♦1 , we get:
zl l
=
' hence 4> : f1 = z : zl ; or, for small dif2 ( P + Q) a + G s
4'1
ferences of weight, the angle of deviation is proportional to that
difference. Hence, again f : t1 - t = Z: Z1 - Z; and therefore
t ( Z - Z). We can, therefore, find the difference of
Z=
1
t
♦1
wei�hts corresponding to a deviation ♦, by trying by how much the
deviation is increased, when the difference of weights is increased
by a. given small quantity, and then multiplying this increase
. ( Z1 - Z) by the ratio of the first deviation to the greater deviation
obtained.

J

2

J

Remark. Balances such as we ha,·e been oonsidering, are used of all dimensions, and
fall
degrees of delicacy and perfection. Fig. 9'l is the usual form of this balance uaecl
?
1n trade, and Fig. 93 represents the balances used in auaying, analysis, and in phyaieal
researches. Such balances as Fig. 93, are adApted to weigh not more than 1 lb.; bla&
1
they wil l turn with 2.. of a grain or with
of a pound. The finest balaneet dalC
'
50
3�
1
have been made, render
part of the weight appreciable, but such balance, are
1,000,000
.
o� ly for extremely delicate work. Even large balances may be construe� with
• •ery
lugh de�ree of sensi �ility. For minute details on this subject, tbe ttudenc " referred to
Lardner s and Kater s Mechanics, in " Lardner'• Cyclopa-dia."

§ 46. Unequal-armed Balance1.-The balance ,ri�h unequ�l arm_a,
termed Btatira, or Roman balanoe and ,u,(fr4:, �-•mta 1t8elf Ul
VOL. II.-10

· .. . �.
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three different forms, viz: steel
yard with movable ,veight, steel
Fig. 95.
yard with proportional weights,
and steelyard with fixed ,�·eight.
1-'he stcelyt1rd with running
,,Teight is n, lever ,vith unequa.l
arms .flB, Fig. 95, on the shorter
arm of which C.11, a. scale is sus
peIJ ded, and on the longer di
vided arm of ,vhich there is a
•
running "·eight, which cnn be
brought into equilibriu1n "·ith
the body to be wcig11cd Q. If
l0 be the leverage CO of the
1·unning weight G, when it balances the empty scale, ,ve have for
the statical n1oment with ,vhich the empty sea.le acts X0 = Gl0, but
if l,1 = the leverage CG, with ,vhich the running weight balances a
certain weight Q, ,ve have for its statical momentl: Xn = Gln ; and
l1encc, by subtraction, the moment of the weight Q, = Xn - X0
= G (ln - l0) = G . OG. If again a= C.11, the leverage of the
,,eight, and if b be the distance OG of the running weight from the
point 0, at which it balances the empty sca1e, we have Qa = Gb,
and therefore the weight Q = G b. Hence the v.·eight Q of the body
a
to be weighed is proportional to h the distance of the running weight
from the point 0. 2 b corresponds to 2 Q, 3 b to 3 Q, &c. And,
therefore, the scale OB is to be divided into equal parts, starting
from 0. The Wlit of division is obtained by trying what weight
Q11 must be put on the scale to balance G, placed at the end B.
Then Q" is the number of division, and tberefore OB the scale or
Q,.

unit of division of OB. If, for example, the running weight is at B,
when Q = 100 lbs., then OB must be divided into 100 equal parts,
and, therefore, the unit of the
FiJ?. 90.
scale= OB . If for another
100
weight Q, tho weight G has
to be placed at a distance b
= 80, to adjust the balance,
then Q = 80 lbs.; and so
on.
In tbe steelyard, Fig. 96,
with proportional ,veights,
the body to bl' ,vcighed bnngs
on the shorter, and the stand
ard weights are put on the
longer arm. The ratio CB
C.ll

WEIGH-BRIDGES.

=,! of the arms is generally simple, as

111

\0 , in which case the balance

a
becomes a decimal balance. If the balance has been brought to
adjustment or horizontu.lity by a standard weight, then for the ,vcight
b
Q of the body in the scale, ,vc have Qa = Gb; hence Q = G, and
a
therefore the weight of the merchandise is found by multiplying the
small weight G by a constant nu1nbcr, for instance, 10 in the decib
mal balance, or if the latter be assumed times as heavy as it really is.
a
The steelyard ,rith .fixed weigltt, Fig. 97, called the Danish ba
lance, has a n1ovable fulcrum C, (or it is movable on its fulcrum,)
which can be placed at any point in the length of the lever, so as
to balance the ,veigbts Q hung on one cud, by the constant weight
G, :fixe<l at the other.
The divisions in this case are
unequal, as w·ill appear in the
following remarkl:----

Rm,ark. In order Lo di \•itle the Danish
steelyard, Fig. �•S,!lraw thronJ{li its curi1rc
of gntvi1y S ttnd irs point tor !-uspension
lJ lwo parallel li11es, ant.I 1,11;3t vtf 011 tltt>ise
fron1 S a11d B Pqual d1vi,.ions, and druw
fro1n tut- lir:,l pvilll of tlh·ii,ioo of the 011(>.
Jiue to tlle poi111e of cli\hlon I, JI, Ill,
1 V of 1he other parallel straight line.
Tlll'se lino,, cut tlte ftXi:S BS of 1he bc.•nm
i11 the poi11ts of divi:1irm required. 'flte
point of i111er�ec1ion ( 1 ) of we line I. I,
biM'Cls SH, 11111I, hy placing the fulcrucu
tht!re. the weigl,t t,f tlie ,nercbantli:.e is equal 10 the total weight of the steelyard, if h
be horizo111.al, 11r 111 a state of e<]Uilibriuro. The
poi11t of inten;ecLioo (�) ia tlie line I, 11, hi as far
F"ig. 98•
again from S as fron1 B: and, therefore, ,vhen
"l G, wlien equili•
this point ;s supportetl Q
brium is establislaetl similarly, tlie point of divi
sion (3) in tu� line I, Ill, is 3 times a far fron1
:1 G. t!Je. ful
S as from B; an1I bence for Q
crum n1us1 he moved to this point. It is also evi•
clt>at tbar by t'llpportin� the points of divi::,ion ½,
½, &c., tlil• weiglit Q ½ G, ! G, and !lO on, ,vhen
the l,ea1n is jn a state of equiliuriuin. We see

=

=

=

from tliis tha1 1l1e poiuts of division lie ucarer
together fi1r l,eavy weights, and furlh�r upart for

li�ht ,veights, -and tbnt, therefore, the seui:,ibility
of chi:- hula11ce is very variable.

§ 47. Weiglt-bridues.-Compound balanceR consist of t,vo, three,
or .morel simple levers, and a.re chiefly used a:-i toeig "ing-table.! or
.
weigl,-ortdges
used for ·wc1glifor carts, ,fac,ons,
animals, &c. Being
O
•
.
. � , tl1ey are generally 1,ro11ortzonal ba lunces. "'
-1:he
grea.t "'e1gh
1ng
scale of tLe ordinary steelyitr<l is repl:1.ced here by a .floor, wluch
should be so supported, an<l connected ,vith the levers, that the
receiving and removing of the body to be "·cighc<l may be as con,·e
niently <lone as pos. ible, and that the indication of the balauce u1ay
be independent of the position of the body on the floor.-
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Fig. 99 represents a very good kind of weigh-bridge by Schwilgue

in Strasbourg ( balance d baecule).

This weigh-bridge consists of a

F.ig. 99.

two-armed lever .11 CB, of a simple single-armed lever ./11 C, Bi , and
of two fork-like single-armed levers B1 81, DS2, &c. Tho fulcru1n of
these leYers are C, C1 an<l D1 D,. The bridge or floor W is only par
tially shown, anu only one of the fork-formed levers is visible. The
bridge usually rests on four bolts K1 , K2, &c., but during the weigh
ing of any body, it is supporte<l on the fou1· knife-edges S" 82, &c.,
attached to the fork-shaped levers. In order to do this, the support
E of the balance JJB is movable up and rlo,vn by means of n pinion
an<l rack (not visible in the dra."·ing). The business of ,veighing con
sists in raising the support EC, when the wagon has been brought on
to the floor, in adjusting the ,veight Gin the scale, and finally in
lo,vering the bridge on to its bearings K1 , K2, &c. The usual proportions of the levers are: c; = 2, a. = 5, and the arms
10.
=
C
Bl
8
If, therefore, the empty balance has been adjusted, the force n t B
or ./11 = 2 G, the force at B1 = 5 times the force in ./1. = 1 0 G, and
la"tly, the force in 8 = 10 times that in B1 = 100 G. And, there
fore, ·when equilibrium is established, the ,veight on the floor is 100
times that lai<l on the scale at G, and this makes a centesimal scale.
Another form of ,reigh-bridge such as is conBtructed at Angers, is
sho,vn in ]fig. 100. The bridge W of this balance, rests by means of

g..

Fig. JOO.

!B•
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four supports at Bi, B2, &c., on the fork-shaped single-armed levers
A1 B1 Ci , .IJ2B2 02, of which the latter is connected with the prolonga
tion C1 H of the former, by a lever DEF with equal arms. Until
the bridge is to be used, it rests on beams 8, 8, but when the load is
brought on, the support LL of the balance .llB is raised (and with
it the whole system of levers), by means of a pinion and rack-work,
and then so much weight is laid in the scale at G, as is necessary to
produce equilibrium.
In ,vhatever manner the weight Q is set upon the bridge W, the
sum of the forces at Bu B2, &c., is always equal to that weight.
0 ./1
But the ratio 2 2 is equal to the ratio C1 1 = a 1 of the length of the
bl
Cl Bl
C2 B2arms, and the length of the arm DE = length of nrm DF, as
n]so C1 H = C1./J1 • It is, therefore, the same in eftcct, whether a
part of the "·eight Q is taken up on B2, or <lirectly on B1 ; or the
conditions of equilibrium of the lever C1 B1.IJ.1 are the same, whether
the "rhole weight Q act directly on Bu or only a part of it in BP an<l
the rest in B2 , and only transferred by the levers C2 B2.IJ.2, EDF and
./J.

C1- H to 01 B1.IJ.1•

If, further, ; be the ratio of the arms �; of the

upper balance, the force on the connecting rod B.IJ.1

=;.

G, and

hence the weight on the floor supposed previously adjusted, is :

a i = J o , hence, Q = J o o , and the
Genera11y a = �
1
1
b
B
1
balance is centesimal.
§ 48. Portable Weigh-bridge. - In factories and warehouses,
various forms and dimensions of weighing-tables, after the design
of that of Quintenz, are used. This balance, which is represented
in Fig. 101, consists of three levers .IJCD, EF, and HK. On the first
lever hangs the scale-pan G, for the weights, and two rods DE and BH.
Q

= a1
• ab G •
6

Fi�. 101.

10*
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The rod DE carries the lever turning on the fixed point F, and the
second rod BH carries the lever HK, the fulcrum of which rests upon
the lever EF. In order to provide a safe position for the two latter
levers, they are made fork-shaped, and the axes F and K on which
they turn, are formed by the two knife-edges. On the lever HK,
the trapezoidal floor ML is placed to receive the loads to be weighed,
and it is provided with a back-board MN, which protects the more
delicate parts of the balance from injury. Before and after the act
of weighing, the lever formed by the border of the floor rests on
three points, of which only one, R, is visible in our section ; and the
balance beam .IJD is supported by a lever-formed catch S, provided
with a handle. When the merchandise is laid on the table, the
catch is put down, and weights are laid on at G, till the balance .flD
is in adjustment. The catch i� again raised, so that HK comes
again to bear on the three points, and the merchandise can be re
moved without injury to the balance. The balance .IJD is kno,vn to
be horizontal by an index Z, and the empty balance is adjusted by
a small movable weight T, or by a special adjusting weight laid on
the scale at G.
In this, as in other weigh-bridges, it is necessary that its indica
tions be independent of the manner in which the goods are placed
upon the table or floor. That this condition may be satisfied, it is
necessary that the ratio
of the arms of the lever EKF, be equal

!:

to the ratio CD of the arms of the balance beam .IJD. A part X of
CB
the weight Q on the floor is transferred by the connecting rod BH
to the balance beam .IJH, and acts on this with the statical moment,
CB X; another part Y, goes through K to the lever EF, and acts
•
at E with the force :; • Y. But this force goes by means of the

rod DE to D to act on the balance beam. The part Y, therefore,
KF . Y., and at B with the force
acts with the statical moment, CD .
El,
CD KF
• Y on the balance beam .IJD. That the equilibrium of
CB • EF
the balance beam may not depend on either X or Y alone, but on
the sum of them Q == X + Y, it is requisite that Y should act on the
point B, exactly as if it were applied there directly, or that:
CD KF
. e CD KF
CD
EF
• Y == Y, 1.
1,
therefore,
. If
==
. CB • EF
CB • EF
CB
KF
1!e denote the arms C.11 and CB by a and b, we have here as in the
simple balance Ga - ( X + Y) b = Q b, and, therefore, the weight
required Q- ; G, for example,a= 10 G, if the length CB is =- 11u of
. C.11. Such a balance is tested by laying a certain weight on different
parts of the floor, particularly the ends, to ascertain whether it
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everywhere equilibrates the weight G : times smaller than itself,

placed on the scale.

Remark 1. Messrs. George, at Paris, manufacture weighing-tables of a peculiar t'On•
stroction described in 1hee" Bulletin cle ht Socie1e d'Eucouragement, April, 1844-.'' This
balance has only one suspeut.liog rod BD, fig. 102; l ,u1 to provide against lbe floor FM

Fig. 102.

turning, there are t\vo knife-edge axes on the back, which are united with two pAir of
knife-edges H and K, by four parallel rods EH and FK. According to the theory of
couples, the reosion Q, on the rod BD is equal to a ,veight Q lnid on the floor; but be
sides this, the floor itself acts outwards with a force P in E, and with an oppo:'ite force
- P in F inwards. If d be the distance DL of the ,veight Q fmrn tl.u• rod BD, and e 1.be
<listance of tne knife edges E and F, then e P
d Q, and, therefore, each horizontal force
d . These forces Jo not influence the lever, and therefore tlle weight
a G,
P
Q
Q
e
b
if, as hitherto, a and b denote the lever arms ('./J. and CB, and G the weight in the scale.
Remark 2. Weigh bridges are treated of in detail in tbe II Allg:emeinen Maschinen En
cyclopa<lie, Bd. 2, Art. Brucke,nvaagen," under the arL « Weighing Machine, in the En
cyclo. Britannica Eclinensis."

=

=

=

§ 49. Index Balances, or Bent Lever Balances.-The bent lever
balance is an unequal-armed lever A.CB, Fig. 103, which shows the
weight Q of a, body hung on to it at B, by an index 0.11 moving over a
sea.le DE, the weight G of the index head being constant. To deter
mine the theory of this balance, let us first ta.kc the simple case, in
which the axis of the pointer passes through the point of suspension
B of the scale, Fig. 104. ,vhen the empty balance is in equilibriu m,
i.le. its centre of gravity S0 vertically under the centre of motion l',
let the index stand in the position CD0, and let the point of suspen
sion be in B0• If now we adu a weight Q, then B0 comes to B, and
D0 to D, and 80 to S, and thus the ,veight Q acts with the leverage
CK, and the weight G of the empty balance, 1\'ith the leverage CH.
Therefore, for the new state of equilibrium Q . CKB= G'" • CH. If
now D0N ft1lls perpendicularly on CD, ,ve Lnve CD0.N and SC H,
H
two similar triangles' and, therefore C - D0.f\f, and as besiues,
' CS - l1D0

1 16
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the triangles D0 PNanw CBK are similar, we have also g1 =

0

0

Fig. 104.

Fig. 103.

and hence :

� 1;,

CS D0 P. or, if·.
.
'
CB CDo
D., P
a X
CS = a, CB= b, CD0 = CD = d, and D0 P = x, Q = - . -· ThereCBB. D0J'-t _h
_ G
Q.

.
C8B. D0.N'
• ----'- ' 1.
CDO

eQ=

b d
fore the weight Q increases ,vith the portion D0 P = :r, cut off by the
index from the ve1·ticu.l D0 L, and therefore D0 L may be ilivided as a
scale of equal parts. If a point P on the scale has been found for a
knovm weight put on the balance, other points of division are got by
dividing D0 P into equal parts. If the index centre line of the CD0
does not pass through the point of suspension, but has another di
rection CE0, the scale of equal parts corresponding to it, is found,
if "·e place the right-angled triangle CD0L as CE0.Af or CE0, and
lastly, in order to get the circular scale E0 R, we have to draw rn.<lii
from the centre O through the points of diviston of the line E0.ll to
the periphery of the circle passed over by the poiut of the index.

Rmrark. Tbere are other index balances described in Lardner's and Kater's Mechanic's.
Sul'h balances are chiefly used for weighing lencrs and paper, Ll11ead1 ant.I such like
manufi1c1ure8, where samples have fregu_ently to be �vcigl.ie<l.

§ 50. 8prin. g-balances or JJynaniorneters. - Spring-balances a.re
made of hardened steel springs, upon which the ,vcights or forces
act, :t,nd _ are furnished with pointers, indicating on a scale the force
applied 1n deflecting the spring. The springs must be perfectly
tempered, or they must resume their oricrinal form on removal of the
force applic�. 1'hus spring-balances should never be strained be
yond .a �erta1n point proportional to their strength ; for if we surpass
the l1m1ts of their elasticity in any application of them, tl1ey are
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afterwards useless a.s accurate measures of weight.
Fig. 105.
The
_ springs applied for such balances are of many
different forms. Sometimes they are wound spirally
on cylinders, and en closed in a cylindrical case, so
as to i ndicate the forces applied in the direction of
the �xes of the cylinder by the compression or ex
tension of the spiral. In other balances the spring
D
forms an open ring .flBDEC, Fig. 105, and the index
1s attached by a. hinge to the end C, and passed
through an opening in the end .fl.. If the ring B be
held fast, and a force P applied at E, the ends .fl. and
l-r separate in the direction of the force applied, a nd
the index CZ rises to a certain position on the scale
fastened at D to the spring. If the scale has been
previously divided by the application of standard
weights, the roa.gnitude of any force P applied, though previously
unknown, is indicated by the pointer.
Fig. 106 is a representation of Regnier's dynamometer. .fl.B CD
is a, steel spring forming a closed ring, which may either be dra"·n
out by forces P and P,
Fig. 106.
or pressed together by
OB and D ; DEGH is
.B
a sector connected with
C'
the spring, on "·hlch
.P
p
there are two scales ;
MG is a double index
turning on a centre at
.M, and EOF is a bent
lever, turning on O,
andwhich is acted upon
by a rod BE, when the
pa1·ts B and D of the
spring approach each
other in consequence
of the application of weights or other forces as above mentioned.
That the index may remain whe1·e the force has put it, for more con
venient reading, a friction leather is put on the under side.
The most perfect, and most easily applied dyna.mometer for me
chanical purposes, is that described by �Iorin, i n his Treatise,
"lDescription des Appareils chronometriques a style, et des Appareils
dynamometriques, J\Ietz, 1838," and used by him in his various re
searches on friction an d other important mechanical inquiries.
Morin's dynamometer consists of two equal steel springs .llB and G_D,
Fig. 107, of from 10 to 20 i nches in length, and the force appl_ied
is measured by the separa,tion which it produces between the t,\"o spring
plates at M. In order to determi ne the force, for examJ?le, tho force
of tractio n of horses on a carriage, the spring plate N is connect�d
by a bolt with the carria,ge, and the horses are attached to the chain
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.AI in any convenient manner. There is a, pointer on .'Af ,\·hich indicates on a. scale attached to
Fig. 101.
.J\� the separation of the plates
produced by the force P ap
plied. If the springs be platos
of uniform breadth and thick
ness, and be l = the length,
b = the brc:icltb, and Itt= tho
thickncs. ; 1tccor<ling to Vo1.
I. § 1 DO, ,vc have for the
cleilexion corrcspon<ling to a
force P :
a

=

-:lg

Pl3
JVE =

Pl3
t E b 1,a ' or

the dcflexion increases a.s the
force npplictl, nu<l, therefore,
a scale of t•quc1l parts should
ans,ver in this 1lynan1ometcr.
1\s the dcficxion s of t,\'O
springs is c:illccl into ar.tion
tltc ntnount is <loublc of tbnt
of one of them, or it is
3
Pl
= ½ __3 , and, therefore'
E b lt

11
generally s = if> P, if cp be a number <lctcrmincd by direct cxpcrib Ji3
ment. If, before application of such an instrument, n. known ,reight
or force be put upon it, and the deflcxion s ascertained, the ratio
bet,veen force and <leflexion may be culculate<l, and a scale preparc<.L
It has been proved by experience that vrhcn the best steel is u e<l,
the deflexion mny amount to 110 the length, ,vithout st1rpassing the
lin1its for which proportionality between force an<l •leflcxion subsists .
�rhe springs that have been employed by Morin and others are ma<le
into the form of beams of equal resistance througl1out their length
(Vol. I. § 204), and have, therefore, a parabolic form, 01· thicker in
the centre than at the ends.

Remark. Forces do not generally act uniformly, bnt are continually changing, nod
therefore lhe usual object is to ascertain the ,man tffort. The u�ual iut.lex dynamomo
ters ouly give the force as h has acted at some pHrtic11lar insrnnt, or only 1lie ma.:rim1'1u
tffurt. There is, therefore, extrt-me uncertainry in 1be indication of such dynnn1on1e1ers,
1r1odified as tl1ey have been by M·Neill and otl1ers, wl.Jen applied to n1t>a�11rin� rile etfc1n
of horses applieJ to ploughing, canal Lrac-1ion, &o. J\1orin ha:3 complt:tely 1,ro,·ided nga 111st
tlii� Jefecr, by attaching 10 llis dynarnometer, a self regic:1erin� a1,p11ru1u�. first suµ-gt'�tctl
byePon
let, (see l\1orin's work above quoted,) hy ,vhich, in one en:-t-, 11,l. fi.,rl·e for eucl1
�
_
P0111� ol a tlisUtuc� passed over is registered in tl1e form of a curved Ii11e, d rn w11 ou pn pt-r,
and Ill the .other cast, the force ad applied at each insltlnt is ;;11n1u1�d up ur i11tPgrated
by _a machine Both apparatuses ,:tive Lbe produut of the force i11to the di�1a11ce delictl, anci, therefore, the mean effort may be produced whe11 tlic tuuhanicul 1Ject is
8:n_e
.
dJv1d.-d uy di,..rance passed over-by a canal boat. for example.
ln the dy11a1no111ewr ·w ith pe11cil and co11ti11 11ou!l s1•roll "f p�pc•r, tl,e meas11rP of tl te
force js marked L,y a pencil pns:;ing 1hrough M, Lill h!, p<.1i111 ll1ud1e:. n �croll of (11\jlt:r
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pasi;ing unc.Jer it. This scroll is \VOanJ fro1n the roller E, (Fig. 107,) to the roller F,
wbich is set in niotion by bands or wheet-,vork, by the wheels of the carriage itself.
Wben no force a<'ts on the sprinl!s, the pencil would rnark a stmiglH line on the paper.
supposing it set in motion ; but by applit.ntioo of a force P, the springs are defl,•eteil, and
therefore a line more or less tortnons is clrawn uy the pencil at a variable d i:,tance frnn1
the above alluded to zero li11c, b11t an the 1,vhole panlll1::l to it. 'fhe ar� of rlle spacl!
hetween tbe t,vo lines is 1!1e 1neasure of tl1e mecliao1cal effect developed liy the fori:e ;
for the bnsis of it is a line proportional to tbe di'tauce passed over, and tl1� l ieiglt t is
itself proportional to the force that has acted to bend tlLe spring.

§ 51 . .Friction Brake.-Tbe dyna.mometrical brake (Fr. frein cly
?iamonietriqu,e de lJ,L Prony), is used to measure the po,ver a.ppliecl
to, and mechanical effect protluced by a revolving shaft, or other
revolving part of a machine. In its simplest form, this instrument
consists of a beam .lJ.B, Fig. 10 , "'ith a balance scale .IJ G ; and of
t,vo ,vooden segments D and EF, ,vhich can be tightened on the
revolving axis C, by means of screw-bolts EH and FK. To mea
sure, by means of this arrangement, the po,ver of the axis C for a
given number of revo]utions, ,veights are laid in the scale, :ind the
scre,v-bolts dra,vn up until
Fig. 10s.
the shaft makes the given
number of revolutions, and
the beam maintains a ho
rizontal position, without
support or check from the
blocks L or R. In these
circumstances the ,v hole
mechanical effect expend

ed

is consumed in over

coming the friction between the shaft and the "-ooclen segments, an,l
this mechanical effect is equal to the ,vork or useful effect of the
revolving shaft. As, again, the beam hangs freely, it is only the
friction F acting in the direction of the revolution that counter
balances the weight at G, and this friction may be deduced from the
weights. If we put the lever CM of the ,veight G referred to the
axis of the shaft = a, the statical moment of the weight, and there
fore also tlle moment of the friction, or the friction itself acting ,vith
the lever equal to unity = G a, then, if E represent the angular ve
locity of the sho.ft, the mechanical effect produced L = Pv = Ga . ,;
= f a G per second.
If, again, tt = the number of revolutions of the shaft per minute,
.
n ua
then E = 2 " u = n u , and, therefore, the work require
G.
d L=
60
30
30
The weight G must of course include, not only the weight in the
scal�s, but the wei�ht of the apparatus reduced to the p� int of sus
pension . To do this, the apparatus is placed upon a kn1fe-edg� at
JJ, and a. cord from .IJ attached to a balance would give the weight
required.
The friction brake as represented in Fig. 109, with a cast iro�
friction ring DEF is a convenient form of this instrument. Th1s
ring is fastened by three pairs of screws on any . sized shaft that will
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pass through the ring.
Fig. 100.
.1{.
l(
L

For the wooden segment an u·on band is
substitutc<l, embracing half the ciroun1feronco of the iron ring. The bantl
ends in two bolts passing through the
beam AB, and may be tightened at will
by means of scre,v nuts at H and K.
To hinder the firing of the ,vood, or
excessh·e heating of tho iron, ,vater is
continually supplie<l through a. small
hole L. This npparatua is kno,vn in
Germany as '' Egen's Friction Brake."

Exa111J)lt. To determine the mechanical effect produced by a water wheel, a friction
hroke ,,,as plnC'ed 011 the shan, ond ,vhen the v.·ater let on hnd been perfectly rrgt1lotcu
for six reYolutions 11er minute, the w·eigl1t G including the rci:.luoetl ,veight Clf the instru
10,!j feet. From these qimnti•
n1ent was 530 lbs., the ]overage of this weight was a
tie.s \Ve de<luce the effect given off by tho wuter ,vhecl to have l>cen :
6 · 0,5
L
'fr •
l
. 530
3497 ft. lbs.h= 6,3 horse po,ver.
30

=

=

=

§ 52. In more recent cases, various forms of friction brake have
been atlopted, some of them very complicated. The simplest we
know of is that of Armstrong
Fig. 1 10.
shown in Fig. 110. This con:
sists of an iron ring, which is
tightened round the shaft by
a s01·ew at B, and of a. lever
ADE with a scale for weight
G on one side, and a fork
shaped piece at the other
,vhich fits into snuggs project:
ing from the ring. There is a,
prolongation of one prong of the fork, by ·which the weight of the
instrument itself can be counterbalanced, and ,vhioh is otherwise con
venient in the application of the instrument.
N a,,ier proposed a mode of determining the effect given off at tho
circumferenee of a shaft by laying an iron band round the shaft,
attaching the one end of this to a spring balance, the other end being
weighted, so that the friction on the wheel causes a resistance, in
over.coming which only the required number of revolutions take
place. The difference of this weight Q and that indicated by tho
spring balance P, is of course = the friction F between the shaft
an<l the band. If then p be the circumference of the shaft, and n
the number of revolutions per minute, the effect produced
= L = F up - up ( Q - P)
60
60
1Vhe? a spring balance cannot be obtained, a simple band, as
shown 1� Fig. 111, is sufficient for the purpose, if the experiment be
made twice, and the end B be fastened to an upright or other fixture
first on th� one si�e and then on the other of the shaft. In this way
one expenment gives us Q = P + F, and in the other Q = P,
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because in the one case, the friction F acting in the direction of
the revolution of the shaft,
Fi�. 1 1 1 .
counteracts the weight
hanging i n the sc3,Je on
the end .fl., and in the other
it acts with this friction.
For this arrangement, used
by the author in many ex
periments> the mode of cal
culation already explained
applies precisely. As the
power has only a small
leverage i n this arrangc
ment, it is only suitable for
cases in which the effort
exerted is small. The strain on the band may be multiplied by means
of an unequal-armed lever attached at A, instead of the direct appli
cation of the weight in the scale. The author has successfully applied
a leverage of 10 to 1 in this way. In order to a:void the objectionable
increase of friction of the axle or grrdgeons induced by this appa
ratus, the band may be ma.de to pass round the shaft, carrying the
one end upwards and the other down.
Re-ma,·k. E�en treats of the different forms of dyna1nometers in bis ,vork, entilled

Untersucllungen fiber den Effect einjger Wasserwerke, &c.," and Blisse, in article
Bremsdynamo,neter in the " Allgemeinen l\laschinenencyclopadie.'· Jaines White, of
Ma.nchester, invented the friction brake in 1S08. See Hachette II Traite elementaire des
Machines, p. 4 60." Prony's original paper is in tlie "A 11nal� ties l\t:ine$, 18213. There
are ren1arks on its use in the ·w ritings Clf Poncelct and :r.torin, worthy attention. W. G.
Armstrong's paper is in the " l\techanic's l\lagazine." vol. -xxxu. p. 531. Weisbach's
papers on tl,e friction bnnc.l, in thee" Polytechnishes Ct!ntral Blau,·• 184-L
11

C H A P T E R I I.
OF ANIMAL PO'\VEB, AND ITS RECIPIENT MACHINES.

§ 53. Tlte Power of .A:n bnals. -The wo1·king power of anima1s is,
of course, not only clifferent for individuals of different species, but
for animnJs of the same species. Tho work done by animals of the
same species depends on their ra.ce, a.ge, temper, and management,
as well as on the food they get, and their keeping generally, and
also on the nature of the work to which they are applied, or the
manner of putting them to their ,vork, &c. We cannot discuss these
different points here, but for each kind of animal employed by man,
wet. shal� a�su�� as fair all: average specimen as possible,-that the
animal 1s Jt1d1c1ously applied to work it has been used to perform,
and that its food is suitable. B ut the working capabilities of ani
mals depend also on the effort they exe1·t1 and on their speed, and
VOL. 11.-ll
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on the time during which they continue to work. There is a certain
mean effort, speed, and length of shift for which the 1cork done is a
maximum. The greater the effort an animal has to exert, the less
the velocity with which it can move, and vice versd. And there is u.
maximum eff'ort when the speed is reduced to nothing, and when,
therefore, the work done is nothing. It is evident, therefore, that
animal powers should work with only a certain velocity, exerting a
certain mean effort, in order to get the maximum effect; and it a.lso
appears that a certain mean length of shift, or of day'• work, is ne
cessary to the same end. Small deviations from the circumstances
corresponding to the maximum eff'ect produced, are proved by long
experience to be of little consequence. It is also a matter of fact
that animals produce a greater effect, when they work with variable
eff'orts and velocities, than when these are constant for the day.
Also pauses in the work, for breathing times, makes the accomplish
ment of the same amount of work less fatiguing, or the more the
work actually done in a unit of time differs from the mean amount
of work, the Jess is the fatigue.
The main point to be attended to in respect to animal powers is
the " day's work." If this be compared with the daily cost of main
taining the animals, and interest on capital invested, we have a mea
sure of the value of different animal powers.
§ 54. The manner and means of employing the power of men and
animals is very different. Animal powers produce their effects either
with or without the intervention of machines. For the different
means of employing labor, the degree of fatigue induced is not pro
portional to the work done. Many operations fatigue more than
others ; or what amounts to the same thing, the mechanical effect
produced is much smaller in some modes of applying labor than in
others. Again, all labor cannot he measured by the same standard
as is involved in our definition of mechanical effect. The work done
in the transport of burdens on a horizontal road cannot be referred
to the same standard as the raising of a weight is referred to. Ac
cording to the notions we have acquired hitherto, the mechanical
effect produced in the transport of burdens on a horizontal road is
nothing, because there is no space described in the direction of the
force (Vol. I. § 80) exerted, that is, at right angles to the road;
whilst in drawing or lifting up a ·weight, the work done, or mechani
cal effect produced, is determined by the product of the weight into
the distance through which it has been raised. It is true, that
walking or carrying fatigues as much as lifting does, i. e. the " day's
work" is consumed by the one as by the other kind of ]abor; and,
therefore, a certain day's work is attributable to the one as there is
to the ?ther, although they are essentially dift'erent in their nature.
According to experience, a man can walk, unburdened, for ten
hours a day at 4f feet per second (something under 3½ miles per
hour). If we assume his weight at 140 lbs. we get as the day's
labor 140 • 4,75 • 10 . 60 . 60 =- 23,940000 ft. lbs.
If a man carry a load of 85½ lbs. on his shoulders, he can walk
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for 7 hours daily with a speed of 2,4 feet per second, and, there
fore, produces daily the quantity of work = 85,5 . 2,4 • 7 . 60 . 60
= 5',171000 ft. lbs., neglecting his 010n weight.
A horse will carry 256 lbs. for 10 hours daily, walking 3½ feet
per second, so that its day's work amounts to 256 • 3,5 . 10 . 60 •
GO= 32'256000 ft. lbs. , or more than 6 times as much as a man
doing the same kind of work. If the horse carries only 171 lbs. on
his ha.ck, he will trot at 7 feet per second for 7 hours daily, and the
work done in this case is only 171 . 7 • 7 . GO • 60 = 30'164400 ft.
lbs. daily.
The amounts of work done in raising burdens is much smaller,
for in this case mechanical effect, according to our definition, is
produced, or the space u described in tlte direction of tlte effort
exerted.
If a man, unburdened, ascend a. flight of steps, then, for a day's
wo1·k of 8 hours, the velocity measured in the vertical direction is
0,48 feet per second ; therefore, the amount of work done daily
= 140 . 0,48 . 8 • 60 . 60 = 1'985000 ft. lbs. It thus appears that
a man can go over 12½ times the space horizontally that he can ver
tically.
In constructing a reservoir dam, the author observed
Fig. 112.
that 4 practised men, raised a dolly, Fig. 112, ,veighing 120 lbs., 4 feet high 84 times per minute, and after
a spell of 260 seconds, rested 260 seconds; so that, on
the whole, there were only 5 hours work in the day.
From this it appears that the day's work of a man
= l!O . 4 . 34 . 5 . 60 = 1'224000 feet lbs.

Remark 1. In thee« Ingeoieur,11 there is detailed information on the ,vork done by ani
mal power. In lhe sequel, the effect pro<lucec.l by animals by aid of machines is given
for each. machine re;;pectively.
Remark 2. The effect produced by men and animals is far from being accurately
ascertained. Tue effect produced by n'len working under disadvantageous circumstances,
or by unpracticed labor�rs, is not oue-half of that produced by \vell-trained hanus. Cou
lomb, in his " Tbeorie des Machines simples,"' first enterecJ oo investigations of the effecr
of animal powers. Desaguiliers ("Cours de Physique experin1entale,") and Schulze
(" Abb.andluogeu der Berliner Akaderrue,") bad previously occupied themselves \\'ith
the subject. .l\fany experiments I.Jave been made and recorded in more recent times.
See Hachette, « Traite elementaire. &c.," 1\.lorin, '- Aide 1\ilemoire,>' Mr. Field in tile
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, London,'' Sim'se" Practical Tunnel.
" Transactions
,
in�,, and Gerstner's <' Mechauik," Band 1.

§ 55. Formulas.-Effort and velocity have a very close depend
ence in the application of anim�l power; but the law of their de
pendence is by no means known, a.nd is still less deducible a priori.
The following empirical formulas, given by Euler and Bouguer, are
only to be considered as approximations. If K1 be the maximum
effort which an animal can exert without velocity, and c1 the greatest
velocity it can give itself when unimpeded by the necessity of ex
traneous effort, we have for any other velocity and effo rt :
according to Bouguer : P = (1 - ;

1

) Ku
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ac:orJing to EulerB: P = B
(t -� ) K1 ,
CI 2

"

Euler : P = (1 -

2

�) !{1

•

The first of these jg the most simple, and that which, according to
Gerstner, corresponds best with observation. According to Schulzc's
obserYations, on the other hand, the last formula appears to ho most
consistent ,vith experiment. If ,vo dra,v v as abscissa, and P as
ordinates to a cur\·e, the first formula. corresponds to a straight line
..IJB, Fig. 1 13, tJ1e second ,vith a concave parabolic curve .flP,B, nnd
the third with a convex parabolic curve .llP3 B, and the ordinates
JtfP1 of the straight line ul,vnys lie between the ordinates JlfP2 and
MP3 of the two parabolic curves. The abscissa O.JJ,f, for example,
= v = ½ c1 corresponrls to the ordinates JifP1 = ½ K ½ 0.1, also
.JtfP2 f, K t 0.11, and .JtfP3 = ¼ K= t O.R.
Fig. 1 13.
The formula of Bougucr, therefore, gives values
of the effo1·t ,vhich lie bet"·ecn the values given
by the two formulas of Euler ; and ,re may,
therefore, make use of Bouguer's formula until
some specinl reason for adopting Euler's for
mula. be adduced. If ,ve introduce into Bou
guer 's formula, instead of the maximum values
K1 ancl c1' the hnlvcs of tht'se, or their mean
values I(= ½ K1 • and c = ½ Ci, ,ve get a formula first applied by
Gerstner :
P = (1 - ; ) 2 K, or P = (2 -;)x,
c
and inversely, v
2 - ;)c. Although this formuia can be but
=

=

=

=(

little depended upon as accurate for extreme values of v and P, yet
it may be presumed, that for values not very different from the
mean, they are sufficiently near for practical uses. 1'he mechanical
effect produced per second would follo,v from this:
Pv = ( 2 - ;) v K. As ( 2 - ;) v K = ( 2 c - v) v :,

the mechanical effect is a maximum, as in Vol. I. § 386, when v = c,
or when P = K, or when the velocity and effort are meu.n values,
i. e ., Pv Kc. If we try to get a greater or less velocity, or a
greater or less effort, we get an effect L = Pu less
Fig. 1 14.
than Kc. If we set off the velocities ns abscisses,
and the amounts of mechanical effect produced ns
ordinn, tes, ,ve get as the projected curve a para
bola .llDB, Fig. 114 ; and it is evident that not
only for abscissa. ./JA[ < .llC, but also for .ll.Jt,1i >
BC, the ordinates MP, .ll½ Pi, are less than for
the abscissa. .llC c. For v = � , as also for u = 1

=

=

c, it follows from the above that L =
•

.,

t Kc = ! CD.
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According to Gerstner, the following table represents the draught
of animals applied properly to draw by traces.
Effect proMean ef. Mean spee<lel Mean period
Animals. Weight. fort K in c in feet per of day's work. duced p. sec.
in ft. lbs.
Hours.
Jbs.
second.

-

1\-lan
•
Horse .

Ox
Ass

.

Mule

•

.
.

150
600
600
360

:;oo

30
120
120

2,5
4
2,5
2,5

72

100

!

, 75
480
300
180

8
8

8

8
8

3,5

350

Daily effect
feet lbs.
2' 1 60000
13'824000
8'640000
f/184000
10'080000

Exampk 1. Accordin1t to the above table, a man working with an effort of 30 lb!'.,
and mean velocity of 2½ feet per second, produces i n a day an arnount of mechanical
effect represented by 2'160000 feet lbs. If he be urged to ,vork at 3 feet per second,
tJ1e effort will be reduced to P

= (2 - 2,5
2-) 30 = 24 lbs

.,

and bis daily effect would

only be 24 . 3 . 8 . 60 . 60 =2'073600 feet lbs,
Examplt 2. If a horse be obliged to draw with an effort of 150 lbs., it can only be
150 4
3 feet per second, and thus his effective
<lone with a velocity v
)
120
work is reduced to only 3 . 150
450 feet lbs. per eeoon<l.
Remark. Fourier, i n the ..in..ak, de, Pont, et Chausseu, 1836, gives a complicated for•
mula for the eff'ect produced by horses. See also Crelle's Journal der Baukwt11t, Be.nd
xii. 1838.

= (2 -

=

=

§ 56. Work done by aid of .Machines.-!£ we follow Gerstner's
notion, that the period or time of each shift, or day's work, has the
same influence on the amount of work done as the velocity, we must
then put for the effi>rt:
P=

(2 - ;) (2 - ;)x,

and from this we get the daily effect produced:
L = (2 - :) (2 - ;)K v z.

There can be no doubt that the effect produced is a maximum,
that is= K c t, when the animal is made to work, not only with a
mean velocity and effort, btit also when the time of work is kept
within the mean for this. It is to be kept in mind, however, that
this formula. only applies when the values of v, z, and P do not
differ widely from c, t, and K.
M. 1\faschek, of Prague, recommends the expression:
P= (3 - : - ;)K,

"·hich is certainly more convenient for calculation.*
Eight to ten hours per day is a good average day's work, and,
therefore, the factor (2 _ �) may generally be neglected, or the
day 's effect may be written L - (2 _ :) K v z.

If, however, an

• Neue Theorie cler menschlichen und thierischen Kr�, &c., von F.J. Maschek, Prag.

1 1*
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animal be applied to a machine, its effort P would be divided into
an effort P1 for doing the work, and an effort P2 for overcoming pre
judicial resistances, or P = P1 + P2, both resistances being reduced to
the point of application of the effort. It is also usual, as we shall
learn in the sequel, to find the prejudicial resistances P, composed
of a constant part R, independent of the strain on the machine, and
a part 3 • P1 , proportional, or nearly so, to the useful effect produced
or work done, where 3 is co-efficient derived from experiment, thus
P2 = R + 3 • P1 ; and, therefore,
P = (1 + 3) P1 + R ; and again (2 - ;) K == (1 + 3) P1 + R.
The total effect produced per second is, the refore,
Kv =- (1 + 3) P1 v + Rv.
Pv ==

(2 - ;)

and, therefore, the useful effect produced:
2
Kv
(2K- R) v--

P,v =

1+6

c

= [(2 -! )

c-v ] v . (1 :a)C

That this effect may be the greatest possible (see previous paragraph), we must have v =
c = (1 - :X)c, or the velo

1(2-!)

city less than the mean velocity; and so much the less, the greater
the constant part of the prejudicial resistance is. The effort corre
sponding would be, according to this :
P = (1 + R ) K= K + R ,
2K
2
or greater than the mean effort. The useful resistft.nce, on the
K- R
2 .
other hand, is P1 = --The total effect produced is:
1+a�

Pv = [1 - (

:x)

2

]

K c, and the useful effect produced is :

2 Kc
R
P1v = (t , and the efficiency of the machine :
)
2K 1+ 3
2
(1 - 2� )
---.
'1 = --1+
�

&ample. If in a machine turned by two horses. the r.omtant prejudical refistnncc re
d uced to the point of application of the hor!'es' ·effort= 60 lbs., the velocity nt w lt icl
t
the horses should work when K
4 feet, is reduced to v
2 . 120 =240 IIJs., and c
1 - ��) c
i . 4 3,5 feet. Further, the effort of the horses 240 �O
4
�
-270h1b
- . " . �-, an_d , therefore, that of one horse = 135 lbs. If, now, the constant part of
preJudhicia res1stance be 15 per cent. of the useful resistance, then ct=0 ,15, and,
there240
30
fore, the resistance to be put on the machine P
- 182,5 lus., and the effi,
,
15
1
.
c,ency of the machine would be ,, -=( i)2 + 1,15 =-0,67.

=(

=

=

=

=

=

=

+
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Remark. Gerstner reduces tile calculation of the effect of animal pow·er t0 motion on

an inclined plane. If G be the ,veigbt of the animal, P the etforL exerted, and 4 t!Je
angle of inclination of the inc:lined plane, upon ,vhich the moYing power ascends with
its Joacl, tllen the effort is P G sin. " (see Theory of Inclined Plane, Vol. I. § 134), arnl
hence (2 - :) K P+ G sin.a"· Hence, we have the load with ·which an animal

=

+

can ascend an inclined plane, and, conversely, tbe inclination corresponding to a given

(2 - � ) K- P
loacl,aviz.:arin.aisa-

ca

G

, thus when P=O, and v = a, or ,\·hen theaaounal
c

has no resistance to overcome, and goes wilh the mean velocity sin. «

= !.

.But, the

,veight of an animal is almost always five times as great as the mean effort it can exerr,
therefore sin. « =¾ and « = 1 1½0 is the angle of inclination of n plane ,,,bich an animal
c-Rn asrencl with the mean amount of exertion and fatigue. This corresponds to a rise
Qf one foot in five iee� or nearly so.

§ 57. Tlte Lever.-Animal powers are applied to work by means
of the lever or the wheel and axle. The l:i.tter are either horizontal
or vertical. We shall first speak of
Fig. 1 1:i.
the lever as a machine for receiving
( and transmitting) animal power. The
.,,
general theory of this machine is l"llown
from Vol. I. §§ 1 2 6, 1 2 7, and 170.
The lever is either single as .fl.CB, Fig.
115, or double, as .11.CB./Ju Fig. 116 ; the
one has only one arm for the application of the po,ver C.11., whilst the ot.Qer
has two arms C.11 and C.lli - The lever
produces an oscillating circular motion, and is, tl1erefore, chiefly
applied, when a reciprocating itp and doiun motion is desired, as in

•

Fig. 116.

•

pumping. Han<lles, suited to tho number of hands to be npplil'd,
are affixed to the Je,1er. As the strength can be better exe1·ted in
pulling do,yn,vards than in lifting up"·ard. , it i� usual to make the
cloivn-B�roke the wo'rking-stroke, nnd counter-balances nrc :i.tta?hecl so
ns to ai d the ,vorkmen in the u,p-stroke, or the double Je,·er 1s uso<l,
on which the workers alterna,tely pull do,rnwarcls. ,vhcn the <lown
stroke is the effective stroke, ropes, hanging from the en<l of_ the
lever, are frequently substituted for handles. Levers urc sometimes
moved by the tread of the feet.
That there may not be too grl'at a. change of direction during n
stroke, the lever's motion is confined to an arc of not more than
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60° , ancl, in order to facilitate the exertions of the power, the space
passed through at each stroke is kept proportional to the length of
arm of the workers, or at from 2½ to 3½ feet. Again, the ha.nclles
should not como ,vithin from 3 to 3½ feet from the floor. According
to experience, men work 8 how·s per day, exerting an effort of le
= 10,7 lbs. on the end of a lever, with a. velocity c = 3,5 feot.
Therefore, the mechanical effect produced by a mn.n a.pplied to a
lever, as in pumping, is per second: L = 10, 7 • 3,5 = 8'7,45 ft. lbs.,
and, therefore, the day's 'l.oork

= Ket = 87,45 . 8 . 8600 = 1'078560 ft. lbs.

In putting up a. lever, it is necessary to take care that the ,vork
men shall be applied so as to exert the ascertained n1ean effort ,vith
the mean velocity ; or rather, that the effective effort shall exceed
the rnean effort by only one-half of the constant prejudicial resistance.
The lever i tself is subject to only one prejudicial resistance, viz. :
the friction of the fulcrum. If R be the pressure on the fulcrum
a.rising from the ,veight of the lever and from the effort and resist
ance, r the radius of the fulcrum,f the co-efficient of friction, and a
the leverage C.8. of the power, then the axle friction reduced to the
point of application of the power F= fr R; as, ho�·evcr,f, and also
a
� are generally small fractions, F is so small that it may be neglect

a

cd in most cases, compared ·wit� the other rcsistnnccs.
If \\'e suppose a useful resistance Q and a prejudicial resistance
� Q + TV ncting n.t the point B, and if we put the leverage CB of
these resistancesl= h, the moment of the effort becomes:
Pa = [(I + 6) Q + W] b, anu, therefore, the effort itself:
p = b [(l + �) Q + W]. But, that the po,rer of men may be most
a
b . W ancl, therefore, JC
advantageously applied : P = K +
:
a
2
= (1 + 6) Q + w, n.nd, therefore, the ratio of the lever arms
2
a
)
Q + ½ nr
+
(l
a
=
is to be employed.
b
K
Fig. 1 1 7.

Remark. The arms of tlJe lever are vnrin
ule to a cermin exceut during 1lte stroke, and
therefore, it n11\y be well to detcrn1ine th�
amount of tbi:1 varintion.
If the nrn1 CR, Fig. 117, be liori?.011tal at
the halJ-slrokt, and if tbfi angle B,CR2 passed
through 1n a strokee= 8°, the height through
1J B'1
,vhicu the resistanco is overcome s
I
8
2 b sin. , anJ1 therefore, the 1nechanical
2
effect pro<loceu or expended in one stroke
Q. If, however, the resist•
2 bsin.
2
nncc were conl:itaat during the stroke al a

=

=

=

t.
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leverage CB= b, the space pa!!sed over RI e1td1 stroke woultl l>e
therefore, 1he resistance woul<l l>e
ment

= 2 rin. ½ 8 Q b.
�

=

2 b sin.e�
2

Sb

Q

= arc B BB = B b, and,
1

= 2 sin.B ½ 3 . Q, and the

v.

statical mo•

Conversely, we may assume that the resistance Q acts llnring

a stroke on the mean length of arm

2 b sin. ½ 8

S

For 8°

= C0° this lever =

b

0

UTC, 6U

b
= J ,0472
= 0,955 b , or not quite 5 per cent less than b, an<l for smaller arcs of osciUa

tion, the difl"�rence is s1ill much Jei,s.
Example. What propor1ion of arms should be chosen for n lever, that for a userul re•
sistl\nce of 160 lb�. and a prejudicial re::.h,tAnce Q1 = 0. t 5 Q + 55 = 0,15e. 160+ 55
= 79 lbs., four n1en may ,vork to 11,e best au,·antage ? K= 4 . 10,7 = 4 2,8 lbs. there55
2115
1 15
4,9. Jf the resbtauce passes tJ,rough 1 foot for
• • lf>O ½
fore !!
4:!8
42,8
b
each stroke, the po,ver must at the same time pass tlirough 4,9 feet, antl if "'e take

=

+

=

the angle of oscillntion S=50°, \\'e get for the suitaule length of lever b

=

8

s
•
- 811l. -

t)

_ o,5 ° = 1,183 feet, and the lengtl1 of arm a = 419 . b = 4,9 . 1,183 = 5,80 ft.
si1&.

:t5

effort necessary is P

79
= 160 +
= 48,7 8
,

·

The

lbs., tJ1erefore, the elfort of each man =

49
12,195 lbs., and the efficiency
( 1 - 0 e1 3 1 1 )'1
55
., = 1 - ---= 0,657.
(
11 1 5
2 . 4,0 . 42,8

)ll=

2

\Ve see, therefore, tbat four men

JI1 5
capable of n <lays "w·ork eache= 11075800 ft. lbs., or 4 1303440 ft. IL!;. i n all, would only
produce 0,657 . 41303440= 21800000 feet lbs. weful effect with this machioe.

§ 58. Win,dlass. - The best means of applying the power of
men, is the windlass (Fr. treuil, t-0ur; Ger. Haspel). This machine
consists of a horizontal axle, at the circumference of which the re
sistance acts, and of a crank, handle, or
Fig. 1 1 8.
winch, Fig. 118, or series of handles on
a wheel, Fig. 120, or of fixed or mova
A
ble levers (hand-spikes), Fig. llY. With
D
the winch, the laborers have a continu
ous hold throughout the revolution,
whilst with the wheel or hand-spike, the
action is hand over hand, or otherwise
at short intervals. The ,vinch is the
form used for general purposes. The
Q.
wheel is applied principally in working
th� ti�ler on board-ship, and the movable levers are chiefly usetl for
weighing anchor by means of the capstan.
That a laborer may produce the best effect by means of the crank
handled windlass, the length of the lever 1nust not be more than
from 16 to 18 inches, corresponding to the Ienrrth of arm of the
laborer, and the a.xis of the barrel must not be �ore than 36 to 39
inches above the floor on which the laborer stands, for men of average
height. The handle of the "' indlass is adapted for one, two, or more
men, according to circumstances. As a man can work with less
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fatigue while pushing and pressing, thn.n whilo lifting and pulling ,
the effort required at each point of a. revolution of the handle is not
•

Fjg. 119.

Fig. 120.

A

equal, and, therefore, it is well in double-handled wincllassee to set
the handles 180° apart, and, when more handles are applied, to dis
tribute them equalJy.
The da.y 1 s work of a man working a ,rindlass has been found to
be 1'175040 feet lbs. with a mean effort K = 17 lbs., and mean velo
city c = 2,4 feet, and length of day 8 hours. The calculations for
the ,vindlass are the same as for the wheel and axle.
If the resistance Q, Fig. 121, act "-ith the lever CB = b, and the
power P on the lever C.11. = a, then Pa = Qb ·
.
Fig. 12 1 .
and, therefore, the po,vcr corresponding to �
given resistance is P = � Q. If, again, D be
a
the pressure on the ;'ournals or gud,qeon8 and
r the radius of the gudgeons CE, then Pa=
b
r
Qb + f Dr, ancl hence P = - Q + - .f D. If
a
a
the resistance Q, together with the friction �
b
f D, consist of the useful resistance Qi , the
constant prejudicial resistance W, and the variable prejudicial resistb
ance 6 Q, or, Q = (l + 3) Q1 + lV,lthenlP= [(1 + 3l ) Q1 + WJ =
a
b
K + . W and, therefore, the proportion of the winoh and barrel
a 2
radius should be: a - (1 + c5) Q1 + i JV_ But as the winch has a

b-

K

prescribed height of 16 to 18 inches, the leverage of the resistance,
or radius of the barrel is to be determined by this, yjz:

=

+ �)�.a+

(l
1
greatest advantage.
b

iv in

order that the laborer may work to tho

Eramplt. On a t\,•o-handled ,vindl11ss the resistnnce is 200 Jbs., ,•iz. : 1 50 lbs. of use
ful resistance, and 30 lbs. constant, and 20 llJs. variable prejudicial resistance. The
leverage of the resistance is 4 inches, that of the po,ver IS inches1 the ra<lins of the
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jnurnal ¼ inch, the co-efficient of friction /=0,1, and the \\�eight of the barrel ., &c., 80
lbs. ; required the useful effect of such a machine. The ,vuole po,ver required, if the
1
. 280
pressure on the journals be taken 200+80e=280 lbs., is p = !_ . 200+ 0,1
2 . llS

= 44,44 + 0,5 = 44,94 lbs., and, therefore, tlle effort of each laborer mnst be 22,47 lb3.,
1�

nn,t, according to Gerstner's formula, tlle velocity of the po,ver, or of the ha11dle of the
,vindJass:
2 47
1,628 feet, and that of the resistance:
v
2 - :; ) . 2,4
2 - �) c

=(

=

=(

= b� v = v . 1,628 = 0, 62 feet, and the useful effect per second :
Q 1to = 0,362 . 150 = ,3 feet lbs., and daily= 1,563S40 lbs., and tl1e efficiency of �uch

w

3

54

an appHcation of the po"ver of two laborers, the clay's ,vork ofeach of ,vhom is assumed
to be 1,175040e: "
l,5s3s4o = 0,665.

= 2,35UOISU

•

•

§ 59. Vertical Capstan.
Fig. 122.
When the a.xis or barrel of
the windlass is vertical, it is
A
termed a capstan, Fig. 1 2 2.
It is chiefly used on land
for moving great weights a
short distance, or for remov
ing great weights, as blocks
of stone from a quarry, or
for the erection of obelisks, &c. Its use on board-ship is well known.
The horse-capstan, in its different applications as the prime mover
of mill work, or as a wltim-gin, as it is termed, bv
.. mine1·s, is a modification of the windlass
Fig. t23.
easily comprehended. The
cattle employed in working
the vertical windlass or gin,
go round in a given path,
pushing or pulling at the
arm of the machine. Fig.
1 2 3 shows the usual con
struction of the whim-gin
(Fr. baritel a chevauz ma
nege ; Ger. Pferdegopel,
Handgope[). B O is the
axis, having a pivot at 0
resting in a footstep, .llC./1 1
is the double arm or lever,
with fork-shaped shafts G,
G 1 • These cross the backs
of the horses, and the harness is attached to them. The resis tan ce
Q nets at the circumference of a barrel or drum, or toothed wheel
B, eithe r � irec tly or indirectly. The length of lever is made as great
as conveniently can be done that the animals may have the largest
possible circle to move in. The radius should not be less �han from
2 0 to 30 feet. The line of traction must be as nearly horizontal as
possible, and, therefore, the heirrbt of the lever should be fixed,
according to the height of the inimals working on it. By the nr-

•
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rangement shown in F.ig. 123, the horses or other cattle work Yery
nearly at right angles to the beam or leYer; but if the horses be
attached by traces to a cross bar and hook, the direction of traction
1nukcs a. cel'tain angle with the benm, becoming, in fact, a. cltord
of tho circular pn th.
From the length of beam C.11 = a, Fig. 124, ancl the length of
traces �IJ.D = d, the ]cngth of levers of the
Fig. 124.
horses i s :

CN= a 1 =

.

Ja2 -f,

or, approximately,

= a - d'l . It is a re-

8a
sult of experiment, that a 111nn can 'York eight
hours daily on the beam of capstan or gin
exerting an effo1·t of 25½ lbs. nt the rate of
1,9 feet per second, and can, therefore, produce a day's work = 25.5 . 1,9 . 28800 = 1'395360 feet lbs.; that
on the other hnnd, a horse working on n gin for 8 how·s daily, ,vith
a, speecl of 2,9 feet per second (a walk) co.n exert an effort of 95 lbs.,
or produce a day's ,rork = 95 . 2,0 . 2 00 = 7'!)34400 feet lbs.
The pou1er is to the resistance, on the cupstnn or gin, ns for any
b ,vhen b antl a are tho n.rms or leverages
,vheel and axle, or P = Q -,
a
of the resistance Q, and power P respectively. The frictions a t the
footstep auu at the periphery of the pivots at top and bottom have to be
considered; for these require on increase of the po"'cr. If G be the
weight of the gin or capstnn complotc
Fie-. 12ri
and r1 the radius of the pivot, the staticai
moment of the friction on the footstep = j
f G r1 , (Vol. I.l§ 171.) �'lie point of ap
plication of the resistance B, Fig. 125
generally lies nearer the ono pivot, tha�
the other, and thus the pressure on the
t",o is different, anu their dimcusion s are'
of course, proportionnl to the strain.
If the point of application of the resi t
= l 1, from the
ance be at tho distance BOB
ph•ot 0, and CB = l2 from the pivot C, and if the ,vhole length of
the upright shaft CO = l = l1 + l2, then the pressure on tbe lo"•er
piYot D1 = �2 Q, and the pressw·e on the upper pivot D2 = �1 Q, as is
·
manifest if ,ve -first considcr
C and then 0, as the fulcrums of tho
le,·er CBO. Thus, the sum of the statical moments of the lateral
.
. otsh= f D r1 + f D2 r2 = r1l2 + r2l1 • f Q, and the
fr1ct·ion on th o piv
1
l
equation of equilibrium for the gin, is
Pa = Qb + J f Gr1 + f Q . r1l2 r2l1•

t
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Remark 1. The application of the whim gin, for drawing from mine!, is treatP<l of in
the thircl section.
Remark 2. French authors assert that n liorse. going nt a trot. can \vork daily 4½ hour.:,
exerting an effort of 30 kilog. 66 lbs. at a speed of 2 metres= 6,6 feet, and, therl'fore,
can produce a day's work of 'i10!15000 feet lbs. If ,ve apply Geri'tner's formula, aml
put K 120 lbs., c 4 feet, v= 6,6 feet, t = 8 Liours, and z = 4½ honrs. we get the
po\ver P= 2 - 6 6 ) 2 _ 4 5 ) . 120 00 lbs., and, therefore, the clay's work= 60
(
(
�
�
• 6,6e. 4,5e. 3600= 6'415200 feet lhs., or pre11y nearly tl1e result alluclecl 10. If, hO'\V•
ever, ,ve take the velocity 2,9 feet of a \\·nlk. as the basis, ,ve get by Ger�tner·s formula
29
153 11.>s., and, therefore, the c.lny·s "vork
a much greater effort, viz: (2 - � ) . 120
(8 hours)e= 12'778560 11.>s.

=

=

=

=

=

§ 60. Tread-wlteels, or Tread-mills. - The weight of men and
cattle is sometimes used as the moving power of machines, the effort
being exerted by climbing on the periphery of the wheel. The
wheels consist of t,vo croiuns, connected with an axle by arms, and
with each other by a flooring. The laborer t1·eads either at the
internal or on the external circumference, cross pieces, as steps,
being provided for his steadier support at intervals of 1 ½ feet. Figs.
Fig. 126.

Fig. 127.

126 and 127 represent the more usual construction of tread-mills.
Fig. 128 is a construction of wheel
Fig. 12s.
� nalogous to nn endless ladder, but
�s not much used. On it, the laborer
1s placed a.t the level of the axis, so
that his "Teight acts entirely, and with
the radius C.11 = a surpassin rr that
of the wheel itself. In tread-mills
the laborer is placed at an a.cute angle
.llCK = a from the summit, or the
bottom of the wheel, and, therefore,
the leverage of his weight G is less
tl_1an the radius of the wheel C.ll = a,
vJz : CN= a1 = C.11 sin. C.IJN= a
sin. a. But then the faticrue of the
laborer on the endless lacl<lcr is greater t11au on the treatl•mill. In
VOL. II.-12
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!he former case, it is the effort necessary to n1ount u vcrtica.1l1ad<le1·;
1n the other, it is tha.t for going up o.n inclination given by the tnn
gent .fl. T, making the angle T./JH = C.11.N = "· The efl"ort J> in t11 e
case of the ladder is, therefore, G, ,vhilc in the tread-mill it is G
sin,. "· If the resistance Q act ,rith the leverage CBe= b, then for
the ladder-wheel Ga = Qb, ,vhile for the tread-mill Ga si,i. a = Qb,
by substituting the po,ver or effort, as in the wheel and axle ; Pa= Qb.
�Iathematically considered, therefore, the tread-mill gives no ud
vantage over the ,Yindlass or capstan ; but the lo.borer can pro<lucc
a much greater day's work by the one than by the other, and, there
fore, they are often adYantageously employed. The application of
four-footed animals on the e ,\·heels is incon,•enient, and not advan
tao-eous in any point of vie,v.
it has been deduced from experiment that a mn.n can work nenr
the centre of the ,vheel, i. e., near tho level of tho uxis for hours
daily, exerting an effort of 128 lbs. and going at 0,48 feet pet·
· hile he can "'ork for the same time, exerting an effort of
second, w
25i lbs., and going at 2¼ feet per second, ,vhen his position is 240
from the vertical. In the one case. the day's work amounts to
1'769000 feet lbs., and in the other 1'663000 feet lbs. Ilorses and
other cattle produce less effect on such machines than by means of
a. gin. A part of the ad,·antage arisi11g from the use of trea<l-,vLcels
is lost in the increased friction of thci1· axles beyond that of ,vind
la ses or cap tan. If n G be the ,rcight of the laborer�, G J the
"·eight of the 111acl1ine, an<l if the rcsi:stancc Q act vertically down.
,vartls, the pres8ure on the journals D = n G + G1 + Q, and if r Le
the radius of the journal, the moment of friction= f (n G + G1 + Q)
r, and the ratio of power to resistance js : n G a sin. a. = Qb + f
Q) r.
(n G + G1
. If the resistance be given, the angle of ascent mn.y be <lctermine d'

+

VlZ. :

.
Q b +f ( n G ::-+ -Q) r,
G1sin a. = - -----::+ -----'n Ga
or the number of laborers
Qb+
( G1 + Q) r ·
_ -------,
n-f
----G ( a 11in. a. -Jr)
�fen work to the greatest advantage when their effort: n P = n G
.
•
K b .�
W Or When 8lll.
•
F.•�- t'l"
�v.
8l/l;. a = n
« =
+a 2
( K + b . JV) + G .
a 2n
§ 61. lfiovable Inclined Planes.-For
farming purposes, in brc-weries, &c., the
arran«emcnt sketched in Fig. 129, is
sometimes applied. Tbc horse or ox
"rorks on such an inclined plane for short
spells. The machine has this advnntage,
tha.t the animal may Le left without a
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driver. The action of the animals is in every respect the same as
i n tread-mills when they work near the horizontal radius. The
machine consi'sts of a. shaft BO, the axis of which is inclined 20° to
25 ° from the vertical, and of a plane, from 20 to 25 feetlin
_ :adi�s,
_l
set at right angles to the shaft, and, therel_fore, hav1� g an 1nchnat� on
of 20 ° to 25° to the horizon. If the animal moving the machine
work at a distance C.11= a from the axis of the shaft, and if the
angle of inclination of the plane, or the inclination upon which the
animal may be supposed to be moving= a., then the power P= G
8in. a., and, therefore, the moment of rotation= Pa = Ga sin.
If the resistance be applied with a leverage b, its moment is Q b ;
and if G1 be the weight of the machine when in work, and r be the
radius of the pivot, the moment of friction on the footstep= i f ( G
+ G 1) cos. r, and the moment of friction on the periphery of the
pivots =-f ( G + G 1 - Q) sin. o. • r; because the weight G + G 1 re
solves itself into the components ( G + G 1 ) cos. t1, in the direction of
the axis, and ( G + G 1) sin. <1, i n the direction of the inclination of
the plane, whilst Q acts i n the opposite direction to this latter.
Whence follows
G a sin. a. = Q (b-f r sin. t1) +f( G + G1) (i cos. ca + sin. a) . r.
(I.

(I •

Example. How many men are required to be put upon a tread-mill of 20 feet diame•

ter, in order to rnise a weight of 900 lbs., acting with a leverage of 0,8 feet 1 If we
estimate the weight of the wheel, and its load at 5000 lbs., and taking the radius of the
pivot at 2½ inches, and the co-efficient of friction at 0,075, then the statical moment of
78 = 798 feet lbs., and, therefore,
the resistance= 0,8 . 900 0,07 5 . /, . 5000 = 720
798
the power at the circumference of the wheele=
79,8 lbs. A laborer placed 24°
10
back from the summit of the wheel, exerts an effort of 2:>f lbt-., nnd, therefore, the num•
7 S
3. These men could produce 3 . 1063000 = 4089000
ber of men required is U,
25J
feet lbs. per day of 8 hours, and, therefore, they could raise the weight Q daily through
4989000
5 890 feet high ; or, supposing the load had to be raised only 200 feet high

+

+
=

=

900

=

the three men could raise

:;oso
200

= 30 times 900 lbs. to the heio-ht
° of 200 feet.

CHAPTER I I I.
0� COLLECTING AND LEADING WATER THAT IS TO SERVE AS POWBR.

§ � 2. Water-eonduits.-Water that is to serve as power (Fr: reau
nzotrice ; Ger. Aufschlagewasser), to be applied to machines, 1s col
lecte� from streams a.nd rivers, or from springs. In mo�t cases �he
maclnnes have to be erected a.t some distance from the point at which
the water can be collected, and must be led to the machine in what
is termed the lead or lete, or water-conduit or water-course.
The lead may either be an open cl,an�el or canal (Fr. canale,,
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rigoles), or it may be a close pipe (Fr. tuyaux de conduite; Ger.
Rtilirenleitungen). Pipes are best adapted for smaller quantities of
water. They have this great advantage, that they may be led in
any "·ay within the hydraulic range of variation of level, whilst
canals as letes, must have a continuous fall. Valleys a.nd hills may
often be passed by pipes "·ithout trouble or expense, while the open
channel requires the cutting of drifts or tunnels, and the erection of
aqueducts.
§ 63 . .Dams.-The vis viva of running waters, of brooks and rivers
having velocities of from 1 to 6 feet per second, is seldom sufficient
to allow of their direct application as power to drive machines. To
increase .the vis viva, or to bring the weight of the water into action,
it is necessary to dam it up to create a head or fall (Fr..., chute; Ger.
Gefiille). Water is dammed up by weirs, dams, or bars (}i r. barrages ;
Ger. Wehre).
Weirs are either overfall weirs, or they are sluice uJeirs. Whilst
in the former the water flows freely over the saddle-beam cill, or
highest edge of the weir, in the latter movable sluice-boards dam the
water above the summit of a weir, which may be either natural or
artificial. The overfall ·weir is usually laid down with the view of
constraining a portion at least of the water of a river or stream to
enter a side cana.l above it, or a lete by which it is conducted to the
machine by which the power of the water is to be applied; and the
sluice weir, is used when the object is to get an increased vis viva to
the water, which is then directly applied to a machine immediately
below the weir.
In large rivers, dams are frequently built to occupy only a part
of the width of the stream. These dams are termed incomplete ,viers
in contradistinction to complete weirs, which are laid from side t�
side of the stream. The piers of bridges are examples of incomplete
weirs (Fr. barrage discontinus ; Ger. Lichte Wehre), contracting
the passage for the stream to a certain extent.
Overfall weirs, too, may either be complete or imperfect. The
summit of the complete overfall rises above the surface of the water
in the part of the stream _below it, ,vhilst the top of the incomplete
weir lies below that level, so that a part of the water flowing over
undergoes a resistance from the water below-weir.
§ 64. Swell, or Back-water.-Any of the constructions we have
· above alluded to, dam back the water, produce a swell above the
,veir, an elevation of the water's surface, and, therefore, a decreas e
of velocity. The height and amplitude or extent backwards to which
this rise of the water surface extends, is a matter important to be
determined with reference to the dimensions of the weir.
A knowledge of this relation between the weir, and its effects on
the river a�ove it, is not only necessary because by damming up the
water too lngh, we should involve the district above in floods to which
they had n �t been previously subjected, but we m�y interfere with
?ther establishments, robbing them of a part of their fall, by throw
ing back-water upon them. The level of the summit of weirs is often
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fixcu by law or prescription according to a standnrtl peg, or ma1·k ;
any alteration of ,vhich is an offence liable to penalties (see, in refe
rence to the English law on this subject, " Fonblanque on Equity").
The peg generally has a 8cale attached to it, by which the supply of
,vater may be rea.rl off at a. glance.
The ,rater flo"·ing over an oYerfa11, or through an incomplete
weir, acquires a waving eddying motion, the nction of ,vhich is very
severe on the bed of the river immediately below the ,veir, so that
particular arrangements have to be made i n the erection of w·eirs to
·withstand this action.
The quantity of water contained in or fiovting through streams or
rivers, is different at different times, so that "'e have the expressions
full, average, and dry, applied to the state of rivers, corresponding
in Britain, to winter, autumn, and summer, though not very definitely
fixed as to the particular period of the seasons. It is evidently ne
cessary to have accurate information as to the mean supply of water
yielded by a brook or stream, proposed to be applied os ,vater power.
The state of the stream i n autumn and spring may be taken as the
1nean state, but for any important undertaking of this nature a series
of hydrometricnl observations should be instituted, that the question
of the supply of ,vater may be accurately determined. Any one of
the methods discussed in Vol. I. § 376, &c., may be adopted for this
purpose.
§ 65. Construction of Weirs.-For obtaining water power, the
overfall weir is the most important means. \Veirs are built either
square across the stream, or inclined to the axis of it. They are
often built in t,vo parts inclined to each other, the angle, ,v-hich is
laid up-stream, being rounrted or not ; they are formed as polygons
also, and as segments of a circle, the convexity being al,va.ys turned
to the stream. Weirs are built of wood, or of stone, or of both com
bined. They have frequently to be founded
Fig. 1 :lo.
on piles, from the difficulty of getting a
sound foundation. The cross section of
wooden, or other dams, is more or less of
the form of a five-sided figure .IJBC.DE,
Fig 130, in which .llB is termed the breast,
Bl' the front slope, CD tlte apron, .DE the
back, and E.11 the sole, and C the sadille or
cill. The cross section of stone weirs i gcoern lly compo�ed of
curved lines, as regnr<ls the apron and back, the object being to
get the rush of "·ater smoothFiir. t a t .
ly away from the foot of the
a pron, so as to prevent corro
sion in time of fioo,ls.
An overfall "·cir, such as
is represented in Fig. 131,
consists of n ro"' of piles D,
going across the strenm, nn<l

•
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a ,valling-picce, or saddle-beam C on the top-of walling E in front
of the piles-a. second row of piles F further rlo,vn-streau1 nnd
parallel to the first-of a casing of hard laid pavemont G, bcrn·cen
the two, and which is conFi�. 1 :12. _______, tinued on,vards ,vith the
--------sa,ne curva.ture, for1ning an
apron (which should be
continued so that it turns
sli�htly uptuari/8).
The
,veir in ltig. 1 32, sho,vs
the manner of founding on
piles, the intervals bct"·ccu
the pile being clcarcu out
us far as po �ihle, nnd rammed ,yith concrete, antl upon this the
supcrstructw·c is ra i�ed.
l'he construction of ,vooden wiers is sketched in Fig. 133. .11.B
Fig. l 33.

is a wall of beams, lying tight, one on the otl1er, on the top of
,vhich comes th� sa<l<lle-bcam ./J. 'l'hc�e b �nn1 are confinc<.l by u,
double ro,v of p1lcs CD and C1 D 1 , n.ntl the piles EF un<l G II, driven
as breast and hnck of the ,lan1, fur1n rci:;ting points for tlic plan kinU'
of the <l.un. 1'he interior of the darn is fiJled " ith stonl1 clay, con<:
crete, or such material. The a pron K of the llanl is co111inuei l
on,va.rds as substantially as po:::isible, in the n111nner slio\';n in tl i c
sketch. This latt er is a,
Fill. 134.
point ofgreat importance .
--At L the slu ice of the lot c
is vit;iblc. .\. sulnnc1·rretl
"eir is shown in Fig. 134 .
.. 1 is the s11dlllc-l,ca111, .IJB
urc the guidc-cohunus
' in
.
grooves, 111 ,vhich the
sluice "'orks. 'l'hc u.r
raagcu1cnts for rn.ir.;iug or
o_pl'nin!J antl lo,vering or
slluttin,q the sluice 'are
various. ...i\. cnpstan-lik<;i arru11 gcu1eut is bLo" u in tl1c figure, the
,
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luice-board hanginc, by cha.ins. 1.'he piles in such a construction
must be cleared fo; some depth, and the interstices well rammed
with puddle or concrete, to prevent leakage.
§ 66. He:ight of ;S'u1ell.-By aid of the hydra.ulic formulas we have
investigated ( Vol. I.), the
Fil!. 135
height and amplitude of
the baak-water for any
given da,m may be ea�ily
determined. If, in the
case of a. dam represented
in Fig. 135, Ii be the hea<l
.lJB, and if b, be tho
brea<lth, and k, the height
due to the velocity c of
the wate1· as it i:Iows up to the ,veir, or :
k=

�' then the quantity of
2ao

water discharged by the weir is (Vol.

I. § 321) Q = t µ. b ✓2g [h + k):i - k 2 ]. If, on the other band,
the quantity <lischarged he kno,vn, the head correspontling to it upon
3

3

-

the saddle-beam: /1, = (
+ k�) a - le. In order, therefore,
µ.b ✓ig
to give the height B O = x of a weir to produce a given ltead, or rise
of the water surface at the ,veir = h 1 , "'e put .11.C + CO = JlB + BO,
or, if the original depth of the water down-str�am C'O be pute= a,
then h 1 + a = /1, + x, and hence x = a + h1 - /1,.
When the back-water or head raised is considerable, sa-y x = at
least 2 feet; the velocity of the water, as it comes to the ·weir k, may
be neglected, and, therefore, we may put :
3
.!

li

Q_

8 .2_

= a + li1 - ( � Q _)i,

µ. b ✓ -i.g
a. nd according to experiments of the author, the co-efficient p. may be
taken = 0,80 for this case.
In the case of the submerged ,veir, Fig. 136, the calculation is
somewhat more complicate<l,
Fig. 136·
because in this case two different discharges are com
Lined. Tho height .IJC = h
of the ,vater a.bo,·e the sad<lle
bea.m is greater in this case
than the height ./JB = h 1 , to
which the v,r.tter is raised hy
•
the <lam, and, the refore, only
the ,vatcr above the level B flows a1\·a.y freely, "·hilst the wat�r under
B flows away under the head or pressure JIBe= h1 • The discharge
through
.IJR = Ql = f "'eb✓2g [h l
and that through BC= Ii - hi, ise:
-

+

3
k) :t -

3

k .i],
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Q'J = I' b (h - h1 ) ✓ 2 g (hl + k)½,
and consequently the whole quantity, or,

Ql + QI= Q= ,i b ✓ 2g [i [(hl + k) } - k �] + (h - li1 ) (h1 + k) 1].
From the quantity of water Q, and the height h1 to which the water
is raised, we have the height of water above the saddle :
8
8
'i.
- k-,
k):l -(h1 + -Q
-'--".
i
h == ,,,l +
(hi + k)½
14 b ✓ 2g (hl + k)
from which the height of weir CO- x -= a + h1 - h may be deduced.
It is evident that J,, > h1 or the weir, is a submerged or imperfect
weir, when
I
�
Q > i I' 1, ✓2g [(Al + k)2 - k 2 ].

Ezamplt. A L1trea1n of 30 feet width, ancl 3 feet in depth, di�harges 3 I O rnbic fPet
of water per L1econ<I. It is required to raise it 4 j feet by mea11s of R wt-ir. What ht-ight
of weir is necesSRry ? As the height of the water to be raised is considernule in tliis
case, we may confidently use the l!impler formula:
4,5, Q -=- 310, b
In this formula a == 3, la1
( 3Q
x ==a+ h
30
1

-

==

_)f .

� b �g

=

,,. = 0,80, and v'Jg = 8,02 for the CRse i n question. Hence:
3 · ,10
= 5,7 feet; and, therefore, the overfall is a ptrftct
x = 3 + 4 :5 - (.
2 . U,8 • 30 . 8,0'2
weir, as was presumed. If it wt>re reqnirt>d to raise the water up only 2 feet, x \\·ould
he 3,2 ft,et, or the weir would still be ptrftct. If 1½ feet only were required, the d1trn
would not require to rise shove the level of the water down-strenm, or the nRtural level
of the water in the stream ; and would be a submerged weir. Applying the complete
formulas to this case, and putting
9
310
Q
"' = !_ = 0,0155e(
)' = 0,0 155 (
)e
b
4,5e. 30
(h+
h,)
'Jg
= 0,01e55 . 5,27 = U,084 feet, and taking /A againe= 0,80 we get:

)f

h - h,e=

a10

0,8 . 30 . 8,02 y'J,584

_e _ (t,584 ) l - (o.o84)i

1

J 5 84 j
'
0,23 feet.
= I ,28- 1,06 + 0,01
The !!addle overfall must, therefore, be about ¼ foot, or 3 inches under the PnrfaP-P of
the water on the lowt>r side of the weir: and, therefore, the height of the weir itsc-lf
x == a + eh -h 1 =3,25 feet.

==

§ 67. The height and amplitude of the back-water in the case
of sluice weirs may be determined according to the theory of the
discharge by sluices. Three cases may occur. Either the water
flows away unimpeded, or it flows under a counter pressure of
water, or it flows partly unimpeded, partly under water. In the
case of a free discharge, as in Fig. 134, the velocity of discharge
depends upon I,, above, measured from the centre of the opening to
the water's surface. If, then, a be the height of opening, and b
the bre-1th, then Q = ,... a b vi gh, and, therefore, inversely
h = � ( � )i' or, taking into consideration the velocity k with
2 � h
which the water comes up to the sluice'
h=

1

Q

2

) - k. For the height of opening, "·e have the forn1ula:
(
2g ,... ab

1-11
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=

Q , or, if li = the height to which the "·ater is raised by
1
µ. b ✓2gh
the dam above the sill, be given :
Q
a=
===· According to the author's experimentseµ. is
1< b
a

Jzg (''• -;)

heree= .60.
If the under-water lie back to the sluice, as in Fig. 137, then the
difference of level .li.B h, is the head to be introduced as pressure
in the above formula. In this case, therefore, the opening correQ_ .
sponding to a given head h is : a =
,,. b ✓ 2gli
,vhen the level of the under-water is within the range of the

=

Fig. 138.

Fig. 137.

sluice's opening, us shown in Fig. 138, one part flows a"·ay unim
peded, ,vhilst the other flo"'S under water. If the height of the
1r11ter is raised, or the difference of level .11.B, Fig. 138 = Ii the height
BC of the part of orifice of discharge above the sru·fa.ce of the ,vater
a1 , and BD the height of the part under this surfacee= a2, then
the quantity of water for the former part:

=

Q1 = µ. a1 bJ 2g

(1i- i),

and for the other:

Q2 =p, a2 b ✓2g h, therefore, the whole quantity :

Q = Q, + Q, = � b ✓2g (a,

✓h - i + a,✓h)-

From the quantity of water discharged Q, the hejgbt to which the
\Yater is raised h, and the depth a2 of the sill or saddle of the weir
under the under-water surface, ,ve deduce the distance of the sluice
board from this surface :

a1

= (,,. b Q - a ✓ ") : Ih - ai .
2g
�
2
✓

2

Example l. How l.iigh must the boards of Lhe sluice ,veir, Fig. 134, be rai,;ed, which

bas to l�t off 2:i0 cubic feet of water per �cond, the breadth b beinge= 24- feet, and !be
height ht, to whicb the water is da1n 1ne<l above the eill
5 feet 1 In the case of un1m•
pe<led discharge:
2,16
250
_
a=
0,6 . 24 . 8,02
a
5-J5 - 2
2

=

-g
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approximately : a = 1, hence :
, 6
.
. tl : a = 21 111g
require
�I 12

J5 _� = ✓
2

-1,5

= 2,12, therefore, tho lacigl,t of open.

= l,02 foet = 12,�4 inches.

•

Exa11,plt 2. \Vbat amount must the luict>, Fig. 137, be clr11\vn up, in order that it tnny
r1i:c1elinrge 120 c11l1ic feet of ,vater per !let-one!, under a head of J ,5 feet. the ,viulh of opeu
i11g l,dng 30 feet1 This is a case of dit;charge nnder ,vater, therefore,
l'20 _e
_ _ 0,078 feet = 8,14 inl'11es.
a=

=

O,ti . 30 • S.02 y'1,5
E:ramplt 3. lt is required to derermint1 tLe rinantity of water which flows through n.
sluict! openini:; (Fig J 38) of hrraclth b
J 8 feel, hehthl CD = a, + a._ = 1.2 feet,
,vhen the head .AB= 2 feet =h, and the height of Wl\ter nl>ove the sill, = 0,5 feet.

=
Clo
In this case µ b ✓'Jge= 0,0 . 1 8 . 8,02 = 86 6. Further a,, 0 = O, ✓2 = 0,?07,
nnd a,
-;, = 0,7 ✓1,o5 = 0,890, therefore, the riuautity of \\'ater required Q =
SG,6 (0,707 + 0,899) = 86,6 . 1,606 = 139,07 cubic feet.

J,,

G

1

§ 68. JJisconetinuous Weirs.-Tbe height of the back-water in the
case of incomplete or discontinuous wei1·s, such ns piers of bridges,
jetties, &o., may be calculated in Yery much the sumo ,vay as that
for o,•erfalls. For the jetty BE, Fig. 130, there results a <lnmmin o
back of the ,raters, because the strenm is contractetl frou1 the ,vidth
JlC to JlB. If, therefore, the lead be closed, ,vhich it is ,vell to
Fig. 139.

Fig. 140.

as ume, the whole of the ,vater of the strea1!1 Q must pass through
the contracted passage .llB. If we put the "·1dth .JJB = b, the height
of <lammed watere= .JJ.B1 = h, Fig. 140, and the depth B1 C1 of the
under-watere= a, then the quantity flowing freely nbove the underwater is Q1 = ¾ "' b ✓2 gh3, and the quantity flo,ving a,vny as under
waterh= Q2 = p b a ✓ 2 g h. Therefore, the whole quantity going
away : Q = µ b ✓2 g h (i h + a). Ilence, inversely, tho breadt h
of weir corresponding to given height Ii of dammed '\Yater, is
Q
b=
. If the height of back-water lz, be small
µ (i h + a) ✓ 2 g h
or the Yelocity of the ,vater great, the Yelocity of the water as it
co �es up to the jetty, must be taken into consideration. If le be
ug �1n taken to represent the height due to the velocity of the ,va.tcr
as 1t comes to the weir, we have :
3
3
=
Q1 i ,.,, b ✓ 2g [(li + k):.i - kt], and Q2 = f' b a ✓ 29 (Ii + k),
and, thereforee:
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Q = ,i b

an<.l inversely :

- [1

✓2g

3

.1.J

3

[(li + k):i - k2] + a (li + k) 2

,

Q
b = ------- -------·
p. ✓ 2g [¼ [(Ii + k)! - k l ] + a (li + )½ ]

Whilst in the unimpeded motion of ,va.ter in river channels, the
velocity is greatest at the surface, and decreases gradually as we go
<lownwards in the verticaJ depth, the case is different when the ,vater
is dammed up by any obstruction in the stream. Then the velocity
increase8 from the surface of the upper-water down to that of the
under-water, and diminishes Yery little from thence downwards to
the bottom. There is, therefore, a change of velocity as represented
by the arro,vs in Fig. 140. This must necessarily be the case, be
cause the water abo1 e the under-,,·ater surface flows away under a
pressure or head increasing from O to li, and the water under it,
flow·s a,vay under the constant pressure lt, whilst for unimpe<le<l
motion, the pressure or head at all depths = 0. This formula is
likewise applicable in the case of bridge piers, if b be put to repre
sent the sum of the openings between the piers. In order to prevent
as much as possible injurious effects from the eddying motion of the
,vater behind and in front of the piers, the starliiigs are added, pre
senting a rounded or angled p1·01.o to the water. If the starling of
the piers be round, or form a very obtuse angle, thenhµ, is to be taken
= 90, if the angle be acute p = . 95, and if the acute angle be
formed by the meetiug of t"'o elliptical or circular arcs, as i n Fig.
141, µ becomes even .97, or very nearly 1.
1

Fig. 142.

Rttnark. Jf a jeuy, or orl1er b11iltling contracting a stream, <loes not reach above the
!'11rface, the ,vhole quantity of ,vater Q rnay be considered as composed of 3 parts. If
the top of the consttuctiou be benenth the uncler-,vater surface CD, Fig. 142, then the
quantity of \Valer flowiog a\\•uy through the section .11.BDC, is:
i ,_,. b v-ig [(h k);e-kJ].
Q,
Ii being the height of the back-water, and b the breadth .JJ /J.
Secondly, tue remaining part nbove tlie top of the building, and under the constant
head /1, or Q� = f'- b, (a - a 1 ) v-ig (Ii + k), \\there a = GHtbe depth of under-water,
b1
tl1e breatl1h EF o f the buildinl!, nut! a, = il.S height EH.
Lastly, the p11tt flowing nwuy at the end of the building under the constant head h, 1a
Q3 I-'- bz a ✓'2g (h l·), h2 being tue free widtl1 CD. Thus:

=

+

=

=

+
Q=½,.,.b ✓:lg [(h + k,� - k!] + µ [b a - b

aJ ✓:2g (h + k), and, therefore, we can
ralc11l1-1te rltf' le111anh nnd liei�lit of bui lding nece s..�nry 10 pr(l(lnC'e a given n mo1111t of darn.
T f, on the otLt!r Lund, C1 D1 be tue uuc.lcr-water tiurfuce, or if u1e con.:s1r1.1ction rt!ucL above
the surface,
-

3

3

1

•
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-

Q = 1 ,.. b1 v-.tg [(a + h - a1

,

+ k)Y - kr],

+ f ,-i b ✓.lg [(I, + k)l - k�J + ,-i a b
-

3

3

1

+ k).

-.,...,......--,---,-.,.-

v:lg (h

&ample. ,vhat ,viuth BC must be given to l11e dam BE, Fig. 1 30, in circler thnt tl1e
rh·er, ,vhicb is 550 feet ,vide, anti 8 feet clc<-p, and c.leHvers 14000 cubic feet of water
per seconc.J, may be damtned up 0,75 feet1
4
=0,0155e. 3,18g =0,156,
k=0,0155 ( i

and if f-4

2

ooo )'

5!"11) • tj

= 0,9, then the width of the conLrar.ttd 1/rtam:
b

=

14000

,\.,
J,
00 . S,02 [! (0,90f>!' - J 50!')
8 . O,OOO:.
1-tOOO
14000
238,� feet,
)
(
7,2 1� U,5�2
7,fi!JS,
7,2 11:!e. 8, 1 3
nncl, therefore, the lengtll or projection of tl1e <lain = 550 -238 ,5= 3 l l,5 feet.

=

'I

l

=

+

+

=

§ GD. A1nplitude of the Back-1vater.-We have now to resolve tl1 0
other important question. According to ·what Jaw does the height
of the dammed water uiminish in stretching back, up strenm ? "\Vith 
out having resort to any peculiar theory, this problem can be solved
hy the theory of tl1c vurinble motion of water in river channels, ex
plained Vol. I. § 369, § 370.
Let us suppose the Jength of river on which back-water from the
clam .IJBK, Fig. 143, is perceptible, divided into separate lengths,
Fi�. 143.

:incl let us submit each length separately to calculation. If a0 be the
depth of water .IJB nt tho weir, a 1 the depth DE at the upper end of
such a. length; .IIBDE, F0 the section of the flowing ,va.ter at the \Veir
F1 the section at DE, Q the quantity of water, p the mean circum�
fcrence of the section for this length, and a the angle of inclination
of the river's bed, then, from (Vol. I. § 370) the length of tho first
cliyjsion, (a0 and a1, and F0 and F1 being substituted for ench other) i :
l=

a0 - a 1

sin. a - , .

- (_!_

F12

2g

- -;) �

Fo

(_!_
+ _!_) _g_
2g
Fo + F
P

2

i•

l po2 p1
If 02 be the depth of "·a.ter GH at the upper end of a second length
.£!EGH, F2 its section, and p1 the mean perimeter of tho water sec
tJon of this part, then its length
( 1 1 ) Q.,.
a1 - a2 - p 2 - p"l 2g
=
DH ll 2
l
----•
sin. a = � P i
+ � ) Q:
pl + Fz Fi� p22 2g

(_!
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Continuing in this manner, namely, assuming arbitrary decreases of
depth a0 - a1 , a1 -a1, a1- a3, &c., and calculating from this the sec
tions F1 , F2, F3, &c. , and the mean perimeters, we get by the for
mula, the distances l, l1 , l2, corresponding, or the distances l, l + l1,
.
l + l1 + la
2, &c., from the weir
. To find the depth y corresponding to a given distance x, we may
either apply the method of interpolation to the values I, l + l1, l + l1
t /2, &c., just found, or we may make use of this other formula, ·
likewise given, Vol. I. § 370, viz. :
(sin. a. - { . Po . vo2)
ao bo 2g
l•
aO-al ==
I
2 •
1--

Vo

a0 2g
If we put in this instead of 60, the breadth, and instead of p0, the
perimeter, and .for v0 the velocity at the weir, this formula. gives the
decrease (a0 - a1) of the height of back-water on the first short length
l, and for a next following short length /1 this decrease is :
v
(sin. a. - { • Pi . 11)
a1b1 2g l &c ,
a 1 -a1 = ----·--=:-----=-.
-=---...;;;.- i,
V2
2
1 - - . _!_
a
2g
1
the depth: a0 and, la.stly, for a given distance l l1 l 2
(a0 -a1)-(a1 -a1) - . . . may be calculated.

+ + +...

Examph 1. A weir is to be built in a river 80 feet wide, 4 feet deep, and discharging
1400 cubic feet per second, in order to dam up the water 3 feet high. Required the
relative amount of damming, at distances back from the weir. Without the dam, the
1400
velocity of the water c
4,375 feet, and, therefore, according to the table, Vol.
8 . 04
I. p. 44 7, the oo-efficient of resistance C= 0,00747, and the inclination of the channel
1
84, F
0,00747 • P . �- If, therefore, p
sin. 11
SO . 4
320, c 4,375, and _
F 2g
2g
=0,0155, then the inclination :
84
ain. 11 = 0,00747
.0,00058 18, or, .00058,
. 0,0155 (4,375)'
320
3
7 feet, and we shall
near enough. The depth of water close to the weir is 4
now determine the distances at which the depths 6½, 61 51, and 5 feet occur. If we
first introduce into the formula:

=

=

=

=

=

=

l=

a0 -a, - (-•- - �) <l
J.,'•1

Fot 2g

, a0 - a1

c. F +P (l_ + _1) �
= 2 , Q F F F,' 2g

lin. • _

=

=

+ =

=

0, 5,

F0 = 80e. 7 =e560,

0
F, = 80 • 6,5
5 0
= 1400, nn. • = .0005 8, p = 86, and then for the mean velocity
2Q
2800
= 2,59 feet, C=.0075 , the value of
F + F.
1080
0,5 - (0,00000369 82 - 0,0000031888) . 30434
l
0,00058 - 0,0075
0,0000031888 ) • 30434
(0,0000036982
1�!0
0,5 - 0,0155
0 484 5
= 10 71 feeL
o�
0,000 58 - O:oou 12 s
,
52
To find the distance back at which a depression of 1 foot in the water's surface occurs,
we n,ust again put o0 - a, = 0,5, but Fo = 520, F, .., 80 . 6 .. 480, p ss 85,5 and the

=

=

=

1

0

=

=

VOL. 11.-la

'

+

1:16

C=

mean velocity 2800 == 2,80 gives
0,00740. Hence, Ly means of the same for1n ula
1000
as ahove, we get for the distance in which the surface Jo\\'ers, l!O that the depth becomes
ti feet instead of 6,5,
0.5 - 0,00000064 21e. 30434 __
0.4845
l=
== 1 142 feet.
=
85
4�4
5
.ooo
.00058 - .00749 · .0,00000S0385 . 304 34
1000
The \\·ater at a distance 1 071 + 1142 = 22 1 3 feet, is, therefore, only 6 feet deep,eor
the height of the back-water is 2 feet If, again, we put a0 - a1 = 0,5, and F0 = 480,
F, = 440, p = 85,1, and ! = 0,0074 9, then l= 1205 feet, ttnd for a further depreesion
of 0,5 feet, l = 1413 feet, so that at 2213 feet+ 1203 feet + 1 4 1 3 feet= 4 829 feet back
from the weir there is stil I a rise of 1 foot, occasioned by it. For the 4 ½ feet deep length
1 850 feet, 1.10 that there is
I= 1922 feet, for 4¼ feet, l = 1 584 feet, and for 4, 1 feet, l
still a difference of Ytrth of a foot ata distancee4 829 + 1 922 + 1584+ 1 8 50+_10185 feet
back from the weir: and dirninisbes upwards; but for 4 feet, or complete cea,alwn of bac-k
tDattr, l = oo by our formula.
Ezampk 2. Required the height of the back-water at the distance 2,500 feet back
from the weir of the last example. According to the calculations above, there is a rise
of 2 feet at 2122 feet above the weir, and the question, therefore, is, how does the rise
diminish in the distance 2 500- 2122 cs 378 feet? The distance beck from the 6 feet
depth at which a further reduction of 0,5 feet takes place, has been found above to be
0,5
feet, 80 that for 377 feet, we
1205 feet. Therefore, for each foot a depression of
1205
0,5 378
should have
·
- 0,1 57 feet, and, therefore, the rise of the back-water nt 2 500
1205 feet back from the weir is 2 - 0, 157 == 1 ,843 feet, Rn<I, therefore, the depth of ,vater
= 5,843 feet. If we calculate according
to the second forn1ula :
·
,, . Po "og)
( ·
_!!_o�o �g 4 and if we put into this l =- 800, Po= 86, o0 7,
a0 - o0 = _____
l' i
.
2 . ..!..
1 --

=

.

""· - ..

_;;,_:;_

.-

=

00
-Jg
1
400
== 2,5,and �=0075, we get the depre!'sion corre�ponding = OI39n
00b0 = 560, v0 �

560

and if we again put I= 800, Po = 85,8, D0 = 7 - 0,399 = 6,00 I, D0bo = 52 8,
. .
1400
1,0 = __ = 2,6 52, and ! = .007 5, the depression ,s found 10 be 0,383 feet. Continuing
r>28
in thito manner, but setting l this timee= 900, Po= 8 5,5, D0 = 6,60I - 0,383 = 6I218l
.
1400
"ObO = 497 44,t•o = ___ =2,88, and !=00749, we get the depression D0 -a 1 =0 403
4g7,4 4
1�e1, so that for 800 + 800 + 900 = 2, 500 feet bock from weir, the depth of water is
H,218 - 0,403 = 5,8 18 feet, and the height of the back-water here is 1,815 feet. The
first method gave 1,843, 80 that the difference in the reeults of the two methods is not
1p1ite ½ of an inch.
i�t't,

I

l

§ 70. Back-water Swell.-If we consider somewhat closely the
equation of the curve of the back-water, that is, of its longitudinal
section, viz:
.
p
v2
a.
{
sin. - • .
F 2g
ao - a1 = •-----·--l,
2- · v1 -....a:...
1a 2g
we discover several interesting circumstances in referenee to the
back-water. In the fraction :
.
v'
P•Bin. Cl - { • F 2g
2
2
v
1--. a 2g
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the numerator and denominator become more nearly equal to 0, the
greater the velocity v, and according as the one or the other first
becomes O, ,ve havee:
(ao - a1 ) (1

- 2 . v2 )

._
- a1;..._)_
o_2 - 0.
or l = _....:....(a.....:;.o__
.
p v
0
sin. a. - { • - • F 2g
We perceive from this that when the numerator becomese= 0, the
division l, or the limit of the back-water becomes infinitely distant,
and in the case of the denominator becoming = O, the length l = 0,
or there is no back-,'fater. No,v the numerator becomese= 0, when
2
P
{.
• _!__e= sin. G, or, when the velocity of the dammed water differs
F 2g
in an infinitely small degree from the velocity v = 2g F sin. G of
{p
the uniformly flowing water of the stream, and the denominator be
comese= O, when :
2
i
v
2
v
- . - = 1, or, - = -a,
2
a 2g
2g
that is, when the height due to the velocitye= half the depth of the
stream.
When tlie lieigltt due to tlte velocity of tlte water before tli,e intro
duction of a weir, i,s le.'ls tlian, half tlie depth of tlte undamrned water,
the back-water takes tile form shown in, Fig. 143, and ij' the Jieight
due to the velocity he greater than lzalf tlie depth, the back-water has
the form Fig. 144, there being a rise or swelling at the point E G.
l

=

a

2U

=

oo

J

Fig. 144.

S

2

If in the equa.tion sin,. a = , P . �, we put � = a F = ab, ancl
2g 2
F 2g
p (though it be only approximately) = b, we have : sin. a = ½ {.
Thus the circumstances represented in Fig. 144, arc likely to occur
,vhen t?e fall or �clina.tion of the stream a, is greater than ½ the
co-efficient of resistance { = .0075, that is when ci > .00375, or
As rivers and water-courses have generalJy
a. > gi -u , or 1 in 266.
a less inclination than this, the sudden depression EG, Fig. 1-!4 , is
eldom observable in them .
Remark l . Tbis sudden depression of the back-,vnter ,vas first observed by Bic1one,

in a 12 inch ,vicle trough, in ,vhich 4 ,vns =0 033. Tbe sa,neappearance is rnanifeatell
"' heu the inclination of the channel changes.' as shown io the Fig. 146. If the degree
of inclination of the upper part be greater tbnn ½ �. und inclination of tbe lower pa.rt

'
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Fig. 1•15.
-----·

less, there is formed at the point of change
a 1uod� or sudden rise ,vhero tho less de1,u1
corresponding lO thegreater incHnntion, passes
into the greater depth corresponding to tho
less inrlinntion.
Rernark 2. Saint-Guill.Jem has given an e1n
pirical eqontinn for tlto curvo of tlie back
wnter, but tlte author lms given one more
simple and accurate
jn the ".8llgtmeint11
,
Mruchi11m Ern::yclopiJ.dit," article " Be,vegung des Wassers.·

§ 71. Reservoirs.-In districts where the supply of ,v-a.ter is small,
but where powerful machines are nevertheless required, as in mining
districts generally, the construction of reservoirs (Fr. etangs : Ger.
Teiclten), or large artificial ponds, that fill durjng seasons of rain,
and supply the demands of drier seasons, is n. mnttcr of practical
importance. The site to be chosen for a reservoir is regulated by a
variety of circumstances. The main question is that of the relati ye
level of the machines to which the water is to be applied. This
being satisfied, they are most advantageously placed in a deep dean,
or part of the valley where they can collect, not only the rnin-,vater.
but the streamlets and springs of as large a surrounding district as
possible. In such a situation a single dyke or dam going square
across the Yalley is sufficient to enclose the reservoir. The shorter
the dyke, and the Jess the superficial area of a reservoir for a givcu
cubical contents, the better. The steeper the banks, therefore, the
more economically a reser,·oir is formed. The lo,Yer the level of
the reservoir compared to the surrounding district, the greater supply
of water may be led into it, or ,ri1l How to it naturally.
In selecting the site for a reservoir, groat attention must be paicl
to the nature of the bottom, that is, its impermeability must be
thoroughly ascertained ; also its
Fjg. 146.
fitness for bearing the weight of
the uyke or 11am. Artificial pud
dling is, of course, a resource
available in. many cases;
for
. but
.
.
very extens1,·e reservoirs, 1t 1s a.
precarious and expensive remedy
for ,vant of natural impermea
bility. Fissures in rocks, depo
sits of sand and gravel, morasses
or bogs are to be avoided by all
means.
Rt>1nork. On this subject, see Smeaton's
"hReports," 1:ganzin. "Cour, de Ccnutructio,11 •1
uni! Hagen " JVassubauku,ut."

sary.

The value of a reservoir depends
chiefly on its superficial and cubi
cal contents. For ascertaining
these, an ncourntc survey is neces
The points I, II, III, &:c., of Fig. 146, are la,id don•n f1·om a
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survey with the chain or theodolite, and cross section.s are then taken
by leveling (and sounding, when there exists a natural reservoir),
on eqni-distant parallel lines 0 - 0, I-I, &c.
If b0, bn b2 • • • bn , be the 1yidths 0-0, I - I, II-II, &c., and
if the distance between the parallels be a, the area. of the dam is :
G = [bo + bn + 4 (b1 + bs + • . + bn 1) + 2 (b� + b, + . . . + b,J-2)]e. ;,

and if, in like manner, F0, F1, F2, &c., be the area of the cross sec
tions corresponding to the widths b0, bu b2, &c., respectively, the
volume of the dame:
V

= [ Fo+ F + 4 (F + F + . . + Fn.1) + 2 (F + F + . . + Fn,z)J . ;.
n

1

2

s

.,,

By dividing the cross sections by parallel lines, drawn at equal
depths, ,ve get the means of laying down contour lines of equal
depth, and so ascertain the contents of the dam for each depth.

Remark. The author·s work " Der Ingenieur,·' contains detaiJe<l instructions for 1neastu•
ing reservoirs and <lykes.

§ 72. .Dy kes.-The dykes or dams of reservoirs are generally of
earth-work, seldom of stone. The face inside, or next the reservoir
is covered with clay puddle, and with a careful]y laid course of gravel.
They are carried up of a uniform slope, or with offsets or terraces.
They are carefully rammed at every foot of additional height laid
upon them. Especial care must be taken with the foundation, ,vhich
must be carried down to an impermeable stratum with which the
superstructure must be connected, so that the bed of junction may
be pe1·fectly water-tight. When a water-tight substance cannot be
found, a system of piles must be used to insure this most important
point of the reservoir's efficiency. The depth of the foun<lations
depends on the nature of the ground, as above explained, and 5, 10,
and 20 feet deep foundations have been executed.
The dyke, in its main features, is sho,vn in Fig. 147, having a
trapezoidal section EK
Fig. t 4 7.
or FL. .11.C, is sometimes
termed the cro'lon of the
dam ; it must be ,vell
paved, and generally has
a parapet ,vall to prevent
the wash of water during
high ·winds from damag
ing the crown, or washing
over to injure the back of
the dam NE or JvIE. The
piece KME of the dyke
is termed the middle or
cantre piece, and the
pieces .11.NH and B.JU C are termed the wings of the dam. As to
the dimensions of dams, the breast is generally made to slope at the
rate of 1 to 3, and the back at the rate of 1 to 2. The ,-vidth on
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the top is very various. For high dykes it varies from 10 to 20
feet. A common rule is, to make the width at top equal to tho
height, but this only applies to dams of small height. The dyke
should be carried from 3 to 6 feet higher than the highest water
intended to be in the reservoir.
Fig. 148 represents a cross
section of a dyke for a reser
Fig. 148.
voir. .fl.BCE is the breast
work of clay carried down
to ,vnt<.\r-tight substratum,
B G FC is the backing of
earth-work, .flE is the paved
fa,ce, the paving being 4 feet
thick at bottom, and 2 feet
at top.

Rcnw..rk. If 1 be the lenglh along the top. and 11 the length nlong the bottom, b tlta
hrPnchl1 on top, and b, tile breac.hb at bottom, and if h l,e the heigut of n dyke such as
Fig. 148, the cubic coutents of the dam are:
V= [l b1

+ l,b + 2 (lb+ [.b,)] 6h .

ln applying this formula, it mu t be borne in ,nind, that the ,vl'll-rnmmed clay does riot
occupy quite one-half of thnt of tllo earth-work that uns not beeo mmme<l.

§ 73. Stability of JJykes.-Dykes are expose� to the P:essure,
and sometimes, thoug h rarely, to the shock or impetus of ,vnter.
They must, therefore, be of proportions that ,vill resist either being
overturned or shoved forward by
Fig. 149.
the nction of the ,vn.ter. The
conditions under ,vbich they resist
being sho,reJ for,rard ha.ve been
examined, Vol. I. § 280 ; and we
shall no,v consider the question of
stability in reference to dislocation
by rotation. 1'ho ,vater acts on
the internal slope or breast .!JD
of a dyke, Fig. 149, ,vith a normal
pressure OP = P, the point of
application of ,vhich is .ill is n.t the
distance L.Al = i the depth CK= j
Ji from the surface of the ,vater
(Vol. I. § 278). For a. length of dttm = 1, P = .llD . "I . �, "I being

t11e density of the water, or "·eight of cubic unit.

component of this pressure is : 11 = 11 • 1 . "I •

!=
�

The horizont

al
½ h2 "I, and tho

vertical component, (if rn be the relative bntter, or rn}i the absolute
batter DE of the breast,) V = rnh . 1 . r . � = ½ h2 "I• The weight
11n

of the piece of the dyke of length= 1, acting at the centre of gravity
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S of the trapezoidal section .IJB CD, is G = ( b +

m

t n h ) h 'Yi, in

which b = the breadth .IJB, and n relative, or n h the absolute batter
or slope of the back of the dyke. From P and G, or from H, V,
and G, there arises a resultant force OR = R, the statica.I moment
of which C.N . R, referred to the corner C, represents the stability
of the dam. If we suppose P, and also H and V, acting in M, the
statical moment of P = statical moment of H minus statical moment
of V = ½ h2 '>' . MQ - ½ m h2 '>' . CQ = ½ h2 '>' (.MQ - m l. C Q)= ½
h2 '>' [¼ h - m (nh + b + i m h)] ;
hence we have the statical moment of G working in a contrary
direction:
= ½ n h2 'Yi i n h + b h r1 (n h + + m h2 ,,1 (n h + b + ¼ m h)

!)

•

= h r1 (¼ n2 h2 + n b h + ½ b2 + ½ m n h2 + ½ m b h + t m1 h2)
2
[(
n,2 + 2 n2
m)
1
h
= h ,.1
+ m n � + n + b h + ½ b1J ; and,hence,
)

(

3
2
we have the stability of the dykes:
2
m2 � 2 n2
S = h ([ (
+ ni n ) : + (n + ;) b h + ½ b2] r1

- [¼ h - m ( n h + b +

i m h)] ; 'Y )·

In order now to find the point

X, in which the line of resistance UWX cuts the base CD of the
dyke, we must determine the distance CX of this point from the
R ; and from this
CX
OR
=
edge C, and for this we put :
=
CN HR
V+ G
2
CN.
R
_
S
_
m + 2 n2
h2
-a_
- --- - --- - ([(--·-- + m n ) ex_
V+ G
2
G+ V
3

+ (n + ;) b h + ½ b'] r1 + [(2 �- l + m n ) h + mb] ; r )
m

: ([(m1

n) h

+ bJ -y1 + ½ m h

'Y) ; or,

[(m'+
2 n' +
3mn)=-�----'-h�+ (2n+m) . 3bh+3
b� :r,+[(2 m'-1 + 3 mn) h+ 3 mb] h;r
a_
- ;:...;_
___
;......._
--- .:-.::..;'-----'----=--_;._-�3 ([(m + n) h + 2 b] )'1 + m h )')
___;

By aid of this formula, other points W in the line of resistance
may be found, if for h different heights of dyke be introduced, or
we may ascertain the stability of any part of the dam bounded by a
horizontal plane.
For a dyke with vertical sides, m = n = o, hence
2
2
3 62
h
h
If the inclination
'Y (Vol. II. § 10).
,. = ½ b 'Y1 a=
6 b 'Yi
6 h ,,1
of the breast and back be 1 to 1, or 45 °, m = n = 1, therefore,
1
h
3
+
bh
=
8
+
b
(2
) ,,1 + (4 h + 3 b) h 'Y ;
'
a
3 [ 2 (b + h) '>'i + h r]
and if b = h, then a - 18 '>'1 + 7 r . h , and if ,-1 - 2 'Y, then
3
4 r1 + "t

•
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a = 1 � Ii = �l b, or, as in this case the breadth at the base b1 = 3 b
or b = t bi, a = 3 f b1• According to Vaubnn's practice, there i�
ample security when a = 8 . � = /s b1 (Vol. II. § 1 1 ) , so that for
2
the last case there is an excess of stability. All things considered,
it is well in dykes, for great reservoirs, to make a at leastl= 0,4 bl '
or the line of 1·esistance should cut the base at i0ths of the width of
the base from the heel of the dyke.

Example. Required the line of re�ist..'lnoe of a dyke, tho batter of inclination of tho
1 1 thnt of the back n= ½, the brcnrlth on the !'ummit. or cro,vn
lirenl't of ,vhirb ,n
10 feet. A!;smning that the mnss of the dyke ha:1 a !-pt:cifie gmvity 2. Wo
being b
have:
(f A + 30) h J 200 :JOO h + l 7 h' '.
2 (3 h1 liO h 300)
a=24 (IO+ It)
3 (3 h + 40 + h.)
312 5
= 8,68 feet; foT 1i= 10 fec1,a = ri!iOO
hence forh=0, a= 5 feet ; for h = 5 feet, a =
300
480
14000
9525
20 feet, a = -- 19',1 4
15,87 fdel, for h
12,29 feet, ror h
15 feet, a = -7�0
000
1 7 1, anu
·
of dyke be very great, ,ve may put: a
f the height
;i
feet, &c. I
b
!" hI
24

=

+

=

=

hence

=

l}·
�=
b

+

+

=

=

+

=

=

=

= _....,

=

Ase� ! is more than 0,4, such a dam would be safe for an inJlnito

height.
3 h -a
Reniark. According to llle formula. h =
in the exomple Vol. I. § 280, if we
2
2b
(3 -m) h, hence h
, nntl, therefore, in our last exn1n.
put a =mh, tl1en 2 h
3 - ,n
pie, in which m = l, h = b = 10 feE't.

=

=

§ 74. Ojfiet Sluices of Dykes.-OfHet sluices and discharge-pipes
or culverts, must be provided in the reservoir dyke. The oflict sluic;
or regulator, serves for the discharge of any excess of water th:1t
,rould accumulate in times of extraordinary wet. Tho discharge
pipe or culvert, is for supplying the leacl or water-course as circuin
stances require. There may be one or more of ea.ch of these acces
sories in a dyke. For instance, in some dykes an ofRet is arranged
at the very lowest level, so that the dam may be completely emptied
when occasion requii·es, and above
Fig. 150.
this, a second o:fHet is laid, by which
the water-course is supplictl with
water to be led to the machine that
is to receive it as power.
The ofilet-pipes may be either of
wood or iron, or of stone, or may be
built culverts. Fig. 150, in the mar
gin, gives a general idea of the ar
rangement of the dra,ving-sluice or
discharge-sl uice of a. dyke. J.l is
the end of the pipe or culvert, on
the face of which is a flat piece of
"·ood or iron B, CD is a cast iron
or wooden sl1.tice-boarcl, fitting into
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guides, D.E is the sluice-rod, reaching to the surface or top of the
dyke, E is a cross piece by which, in the absence of grooves or
guides on the plate on the end of the pipe, the sluice is kept pressed
upon its bed, G is a strong beam having a female screw, through
which the screw GH passes, and the handle or key, H, being turned,
the screw elevates or depresses the sluice-rod, as may be desired,
for opening and shutting the sluice.
The discharge-pipe must have a sectional area, such that the dis
charge when the water, or rather its head, is lowest, may be sufficient
for the supply. of the power required for the machine. If Q be the
quantity of water to be discharged per second, h the given least head,
l the length, and d the diameter of the discharge-pipe, { the co-efficient
of resistance at entrance, and {1 the co-efficient for internal friction,
then, according to Vol. I.--§ 332,------2
5
d = J (l + {) d + {1 l . (4 Q) ,
"
�
2 gh
or, more simply:

r-

d = 0,4787 :J [(l + {) d + {, l]
If, therefore, we take { from the table in Vol. I. § 325, and {1 from
the table in Vol. I. § 331, we can determine by approximation the
required width of pipe. As the head is higher, a greater part of
the aperture must be closed, so that, according to Vol. I. § 338,
there must be introduced a greater co-efficient of resistance for the
entrance. If the entrance aperture be very small, the water does
not fill the pipe, and, therefore, the calculation is simply referable
Q
, where ,.,, is to be taken
to the area of the opening F =
,.,, ✓2 g h
from Vol. I. § 325. With table of areas of segments, the calcula
tions are very simple. The prolongation of the discharge-pipe
through the dyke must be of very substantial cement-built masonry,
and in large dykes should be from 5 to 6 feet high.

Exampk 1. A di�harge-pipe of 100 feet long is required to let off 10 cubic feet per
second, when the head is reduced to 1 foot, what must be the diameter 1 Supposing the
inclination of the sluice to be 40° (equal that of the breast of the dyke) then
0,87 ;
encl the co-efficient corresponding to a velocity of 5 feete= 0,022, we have d= 4787
�(1,870 d+ 2,2)e. 100, and d= 1,7 !!atisfies this equation very nearly. Thus, a dis•
charge pipe of 1,7 • 12
20,4 inches would fulfil the required conditions.

t=

t,

=

Exampk 2. In what position must this sluice-board be placed, in order to discharge
only 10 cubic feet of water per second, when the head is 1 6 feet? If we assume that
the pipe does not fill in this case, then
5
lO
F == Q ==
.431 square feet.
=
11,
6
•
/A ✓2 g la
0,731e. 802 ✓ 16
1
7
This segment of radius • reduced to radius l = 0,431 . 4 = 0,598, and from a
2
2,89
table of areas of segments, we find the height of such a segment to be 5 inches.

=

§ 75. Water-courses.-The water of the reservoir is conductedtor
_
led to the point at which it is to be applied, i. e., to the machine
through which it is to expend its mechanical effect, by canals, water-
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cou1·scs, and rnill-leadR. These channels are generally dug out of
the na.tural soil, raised upon embankments and aqueducts over the
<lceper valleys, and cut as drifts or tunnels through the greater ele
vations that occur in their course. The bed of the canals are forn1cd
of sand or gravel, on a bottom of clay, or are hn.nd-laid stones, or
concrete formed with cement, antl not unfrequently it consists of a,
,vooden, an iron, or a stone trough. The sides of this canal form
right lines, or its section is a gently curved trapezium, or it is rec
tangular when it becomes a trough. Tho section of water-courses
is from 1¼ to 3 times as wide as its depth. Tho slopes of the sides
of the cou'.rse are generally very slight, or none at all in the case of
masonry set in cement. An inclination of 1 in 2 is given to dry
stone sides, an inclination of 1 in 1 in the case of compact co.rth or
clny, and of 2 to 1 in the case of sand or loose earth. Fig. 151
gives an idea of the construction of a water-course in loose ground,
Fig. 151.

Fig. 162.

not water tight. Fig. 152 represents the manner of forming such
a course on the side of a. hill, ,vhere the earth taken from the cut
is made the supporting bank on the under side. Fig. 153 shows tho
Fig. 153.

Fil(. 154.

manner in which it is sometimes necessa.ry to construct the embank
ments for aqueducts.
Fig. 1 ,?4 is n. section of a ,valled drift or tunnel, through ground
not consldered impermeable to wo.ter, and incapable of stn.ndinlJ'
unsupported. The n1anner of putting troughs together is indicated
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in the sketches in Fig. 155 for wood, and Fjg, 156 for iron, where
the flanges, bolted together, are further made ,rater-tight by "·hat is
Fig. l 55.

E

termed a rust-joint ( a cement composed of sal ammoniac and iron
filings or turnings).
The junction of a water-course with a river .fl.fl., Fig. 157, should
be gradually widened and rounded off, and the head D substantiallJ�
finished, so that it may not be injured by freshes, or objects carried
against it in time of floods. Flood-gates or sluices have to be ar
ranged along the course, if this be of any considerable extent. These
sluices should be made self-acting, that no damage may be done to
Fig. J 57.

Fig. 158.

the banks by even a momenta,ry overflow ( the self-acting sluices on
Shau/ s water-works, in Scotland, is the most notable case of this
se�f-acting arrangement on record). They act generally by a float
being raised as the water in the channel rises, which float opens a
Yalve or sluice to discharge the surplus water in convenient localities.
Sometimes a. case filJs as the water rises, overcomes a. counter
balance, and in its descent opens a valve or sluice, by which the
surplus water ils discharged. The syphon, properly adapted, .forms
.
a simple contrivance,
and is sho,yn in Fig. 158, ,vhere .IJBC ts the
syphon ·with an air-pipe DE. When the water in the water-course
ris�s to the height of the summit of the syphon, ,vbjch is th� highest
point for safety, the syphon fills with water, and the water 1s drawn
off and discharged at C, the head being C� the depth of C under
the ,Yater surface. When the "'ater has sunk to the lerel of DE,
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the air rushes in and stops the action of the syphon. If the water
does not fill the section B D of the pipe, the discharge is made under
the conditions of a weir.
§ 76. The velocity of the water in a water-course should be neither
too slow, for then the course chokes with weeds; nor too fast, for then
the bed of the channel may be disturbed; and besides, too much fall
must not be lost in the inclination of the course.
A velocity of 7 to 8 inches per second is necessary to prevent
deposit of slime and growth of weeds, and 1¼ feet per second is ne
cessary to prevent deposit of sand. The maximum i1elocity of water
in canals depends on the nature of the channel's bed.
On a slimy bed the velocity should not exceed t foot.
" clay
"
"
½ ""
"
"
1
'' sandy
" gravelly
"
"
2 "
" shingle
"
"
4 "
"
"
" conglomerate
5 "
"
" hard stone
"
10 "
This applies to the mean velocity.
From the assumed mean velocity c, and the quantity of water to
be led through the course Q, we have the section F, and hence the
perimeter p of the water section. If we put this i n the formula.
� = h = { . P . � (Vol. I. § 367), we get the required inclination
F 2g
l
� of �he canal, and hence the fall required for the lead, whose length
= l 1s h - a l.
The inclination may, therefore, be ve!y different according to cir
cumstances. As, however, { as a mean 1s 0,007565, and c generally
from 1 to 5 feet, and ; is something between l and 2, the limits of
the inclinations for the water-course would be
0,007565 . ! . 1 . ,0155 =- 0,000023, and

0,007565 . 2 . 25 . ,0155 = 0,00578, .

the courses leading from the machine have a greater fall, that the
machine may be quite clear of back-wa.ter. The course leading from
the machine is usually termed the tail-race.

Rnnark 1. The water-courses for the water wheels and general uses of the Freyberg
mining distric�, have inclinations varying from J 0,00025 to J 0,0005, or from J 5
inches to 30 inches per mile, the tail-races generally .001 to .002. The Rornan
aqueduct, at Arcueil, near Paris, has an inclination l 0,0004 16, or 2 feet per mile
neal"ly. The New River, which supplies a greRt part of London, has an inclination
I'= 0,00()1)4735. [fhe Croton aqueduct has J 0,000208, or 1,1 foot ; and the &ston
aqueduct 0,000047;J5, or 3 inches per mile, the same as New River.]-Alll. En.
Rffllark 2. All 11udde11 changes of sectional area and of direction are to be avoided
because these not only occasion Joss of fall, but entail other bad effects in the way of
wear andh
_ tear and deposits. Bends or curves should have as great a radius as possible
or tht �ct•� arta should be increased there. If r be the mean width of the course, and
R the radius of curvature, the fall Jost by a curve may be calculated, according to Vol· I
·
§ 334, by the formula:

=

=

=

"• == [0,124+ 3,104 (!..)l]
go
R
180

until we have further experi,nental data.

°

. !!..
2g

=
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Rtmark 3. The deposit of slime, sand, and the growth of plants, diminishes the section
of water•courses1 and fall is tliereby lo:.L The water-courses must, therefore, be carefully
cleaned om from time to time.

§ 77. Sluices.-The entrance of water into a water-course is
either free, or regulated by a sluice. If the water enter unimpeded
fr�m the weir-dam or reservoir, in which it may be considered to be
still, the surface of the water sinks where the flow commences, and
the depression is proportional to the initial velocity in the wa.ter-

course, and therefore

i

= ;g , which height must be deducted from

the total fall of the water-course. For moderate velocities of 3 to 4
feet per second, this depression amounts to only 1½ to 3 inches.
If the entrance of water into the lead be regulated by a sluice,
two distinct cases may present themselves. Either the water flows
freely through the slu.ice, or it flows
Fig. 159.
into and against the ·water of the
lead. It will generally be found
that the depth of the water in the
lead, is greater than the height of
the sluice-opening, and, therefore,
there occw·s a sudden rise 8 at a
certain distance from the sluice .Ii.C,
Fig. 159. The height BC= x of
this rise is a function of the velo
city v of the water in the lead, and of the velocity v1 of the water
coming up to the sluice, such that
s
s
x = � - !_, and if we deduct this height from that due to the
2g
2g
2
velocity v0 or .llC = h = ;�, then the head causing the initial velo-

city vlis:

2
2
vi
v2
v
v
.llB = h1a= lt-X = � - ( � - )
2
2
2g 2g'
or exactly the same as if the water were discharging freely. As the
sluice-openina is never perfectly smooth, there is, of course a. certain
resistance in�reasing the head required by 10, or even �ore, per
cent.
If we put G = the area. of the section of the water flowing in the
lead, and F= the a_rea of the sluice-opening CD, then Gv = Fv1,
and, therefore, the rise
2
x=la-a1
]�,
=

s

[1 - (�)

g

ancl substituting for ;� the height due to the velocity or the head

.11 C = h, x =

[1 - (�)t] lt. If the difference x = a - a1 of the

depth of ,vater a and a1 be less than [1 - (�)
VOL. II.-14

2
] ;�,

the rise occurs
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further clown the lead ; but, if it be greater, then the rise occurs
nearer the sluice, till at last the disFig. 160.
charge takes plnce under bo.ck-,rater,
as sho"·n in Fig. 160. In this case,
the head .llB = lt has not only to pro
uuce the velocity v in the ,vater of
tho lead, but also to overcome tl1e re
sistance arising from tho sudden
change of the velocity i11 into the velo
city v of the lca<l. If ,vo put F= tl1 e
nron. of tho opening, and G = the area
of the lead, the loss of head occasioneel by this tru.usition is ;
(l,.-v)i (� - 1) 2 v2
=
= 2
'
2
F
g
g
and hence the fall:
2
v
.llB= li = ' +
�,
Ji'
2g
2g

henceh= [1

(G - 1)

+ (; - 1 )2] ;;.

It is obvious that the difference of level of the water before and
behind the sluice, is so much the grcater, tho smaller the sluice
opening F in proportion to the section of the ,�·ater in tho lead G.

Example. A lend of 5 feet n�eno widLh � anti 3 feet depth, _s11pplif's 4� cubic: feet ppr
second. It is fod through a slu1co 4 feet w1cle, a11<l l foot opc1ung. 1lc-qn1rctl how much
15 SfJUate
higher the \Vater will st11ncl1 �for!.! the �luice tban U4.•hiud it. G 6 X 3
3 15
ftJet. F 4 X J = 4 square feet i v= 1 f 3 feet por St.'contl, and v1
◄l

=

= 1 1 ¼ feet

Now· as [ 1 -

=

=

=
= � =

(�!I] ;�= (L - (1\)'] 2i02 = 1,88 ft•et is less thnn a - a1 = 3 _ 1

= 2 feet, it is evident t.bac there ,vHt not be afr« di,charge. The 1brn1ula
h = [ 1 + (!- J)'] � gives the difference of level required
h = (1 + 2,75") 0,139 = 8,06 X 0,139 = 1,19 feet, which mt1st, ho,vever, be increased
10 per cent. at least, on account of the resistances at the opeuing.

§ 78. Pipes, Conduit Pipes.-Pipes are usually employed when
smaller quantities of water are to be brought to supply machines
such as the water-pressure engine, and turbines of Yery high fa]l'
They have the advantage of much grea.tcr pliability than open con:
duits, but their adoption instead of open canals, depends cntii-ely on
local circumstances in the question of relative advantage.
Pipes are made of wood, of pottery, of stone, of glass, iron, lead
&c. Wooden and iron pipes are those most usually employed i�
connection with water-power engines. ,v ooclcn pipes arc usually
formed from large trees, because straight pipes of 1 2 to 2 0 feet in
length, and from 1 ½ to 8 inches bore, or internal diameter, may bo
got from this timber. The bore is genernlly t of the diameter of
�he �ree. Wooden pipes are jointed or co1111ectcd together as sho,vn
1n Figs. 161 o.nd 16 2 .
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Fig. 161 is a conical mortice with a bindin,g ring and packing of
hemp, or linen steeped in tar and oil. Fig. 162 is a connection by
Fig. l6L

means of an iron double spigot going from 1 to 2 inches into the
ends of the two pipes.
Iron pipes are the most durable and most universally employed
of all pipes. They are cast of any diameter, and have been used
as large as 5 feet Lore. The length of each pipe rarely exceeds 12
feet, and is less as the diameter is greater. For 3 feet diameter,
they are about 9 feet long each, in England. To prevent internal
oxidation, they are sometimes boiled in oil, sometimes lined with
wood, or with Roman cement. The thickness of metal must be pro
portional to the pressure they have to bear, and to their diameter,
according to VoL I. § 283. The jointing of iron pipes is effected
either by flanges and bolts, as shown in Fig. 163, there being an
annular packing between the flanges, or by the sp igot andfaucet, as
sho,vn in Fig. 164, (,vhich is considered the best and cheapest mode,
Fig. 163.

Fig. 104.

"·hen the packing is properly done with small folding wedges of
hard ,vood.) A collar, or ring, as shown in Fig. 165, is sometimes
used. The packing is either leather, felt, lead,
iron rust, or ,vood. The more effectually to
Fig. 165.
prevent all leakage, there is sometimes a, small
internal ring put in (counter-sunk) to cover
the joint. A :flexible joint, as shown in Fig.
166, is sometimes necessary { as for crossing a.
river, where it is necessary to let the pipe rest
on the original bed of the river). Where the pipes are exposed to
changes of temperature, expansion joints, as shown in Fig. 167,
Fig. 166.
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must be introduced, that the expansion and contraction of each con
siderable length may not injure the pipes or joints. The expansion
of cast iron is .0000111 of its length, for each degree of centigrade;
and, therefore, for a change of temperature of 50°, or from winter
frost to summer heat, the expansion ,vould be 0,000553. Therefore,
for every 900 feet, there is an expansion anc1 contraction of 6 inches.
This is to be con,pensated by an arrangement, such as is shown in
our last figure, where the pipe B is movable through the water-tight
stuffing box C. There should be a compensation joint for every
length of 300 feet exposed to a change of temperature.
§ 79. Pipes cannot of course be laid so as to maintain a straight
line; but rise and fall, and turn from right to left in their course.
It is a general mo.xim to avoid all sudden changes of direction in
laying pipes. All bends should be effected by curved pipes, of as
great radius as possible, or the bore of the pipe should even be
increased at bends, to avoid loss of vis viva in
Fi!?. 1ns.
the water. When a pipe bends over an eleva
ti�n, as in Fig. 168, �here is _a disadvantage
arises from the collect1on of air at L, as this
contrncts the section, and would gradually stop
the fl.o,v of water. To prevent this accumuJation
of air, vertical pipes .flL, called ventilators or
wind pipes, are placed on the summit of the
pipe, through ·which air, or other gases given off
by the ,vater, can be discharged from time to
time, by means of a. cock, to be turned by the
inspector of the pipes. To make these ventilators self-acting, the
arrangement sho,vn in Fig. 169 has been adopted. In this ventilator
the discharge vn.l ve V is connected with a float S
Fii. 169.
of tinned iron, which is pressed upwards as long
as it is surrounded by ·water, and thus keeps the
valve shut, but falls or sinks downwards ,vhen the
space about it becomes filled with air, and then the
valve is opened to discharge the air. As air col
lects at the highest points of a conduit pipe, so the
sand or slime collects at the lowest points. �ro
1·emove any deposits of this nature, waBte-cocks are
placed at these points, by which the pipe is scoured,
or separate receptacles for the deposits are attached
to the pipes, and these are cleared from time to
time, as may be found necessary. The deposit is
favored by the greater section of these receptacles, and sometimes
Ly tho introduction of check or division plates, which still more 1·etard
the flow.
Coc�s for flushing the pipes are introduced more or Jess frequently,
accor�1ng to the purity of the water, and the rate of flow through
the pipes, and seldont at less inter,als than 100 feet. For ascer
taining the point in the pipe where any obstruction has occurred'
piezometers (Vol. I. § 344) are very useful.
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For regulating the discharge of water thr'>ngh pipes, cocks and
slides, and valves a.re used. The effect of these has been shown in
Vol. I. § 340, &c. In order to moderate the effects of the impulse
or shock arising on the sudden closing of a cock, or other valve, it
is useful to have a loaded safety valve, so placed that it will open
outwards when the pressure exceeds a certain limit.

Remark. The most detailed treatise on the subject of conduit pipes, is Geniey's ".Euai
mr lea Moyem de conduin, a'ekoa-, et de dutribwr la eaux." Matthew's "Hydraw," and
the " Civil Enginttr and ..irr.hit«:t', Jou.ma�" oontaiu much useful information on this sub
ject. Hagen," Wa..rballkutul," Vol. I. has a chapter on water pipes.

§ 80. The general conditions of motion in conduit pipes have been

already discussed. If J,, be the fall, and l the length, d the diameter
of the pipe, C the co-efficient of resistance at entrance, C1 the co
efficient for friction in the pipe, and ,., &c., the co-efficients for
resistances in passing bends, cocks, &c., and if 11 be the velocity of
discharge, we have :
h = (t + { + C1 � + {,, + . ·) vi '
d
2g
and if Q be the quantity of water:
h=

s

(t + { + {1 � + {s + . ·) ( ,cQ ) . 2.:d•
4

We see from this, that for carrying a certain quantity of water Q,
so much less fa.II is requisite, the greater the width of the lead. If
there be two pipes instead of one, the two together having an area
equal to the one, and supposing each to take half the whole quantity
of water, the fall necessary is :
2 Q)" .
l
1
- + ,,,
hl = (t + ' + ,1
( ,c
d ✓½
2g (d ✓ ½)'
2
l ✓2
1
)
4
Q)
+ {,, + . . (
= (l + { + {1 •
;
,c
• 2 g d'
d
so that in this case the fall is greater, or the head required is greater,
so that it is mechanically better to employ one large pipe, than two
smaller of equal section when united.
Calculations for whole systems of pipes, where there are numer�us
subdivisions of branches, become exceedingly complicated. The
case in which water is brought from different sources, and the pipes
ultimately united, is of the sa.me nature.
The general nature of such calculations is as follows. If the sub
division takes place in a reservoir which has a much greater sectional
area than the main pipe, the water comes there again to rest, or the
whole vi& viva is destroyed, and has to be acquired again in the
branch pipes. The same loss of vi, viva occurs when several branches
come together in a reservoir, from which one main pipe carries off
their waters. In this case, the calculation reduces itself to a sepa
rate consideration of each branch and pipe, and requires no further
elucidation. The collecting reservoir should be, if. possible, placed
at such levels as will ensure the same mean velocity in all the pipes,
in order that the loss of head or of vi& viva may be the least possible.

+ . ·)

*14
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In the case of a simple subdivision or fork, it is mechanically ad
vantageous to make such &1·rangements that the ,va.ter may move in
all the pipes with the same velocity. If, besides this, the branches
be curved off properly, so that there is no sudden change of direc
tion in the passage of the water from the main into the branches, it
may be assumed that there is no loss of head or vi8 viva. In the
case sketched in Fig. 170, let li = the head BC, l the length, and
Fig. 170.

I

d the diameter of the main pipe, and let h1 = the head or fall D1 Ei,
11 the length, and d1 the diameter of the one branch, and d2= D2 E2,
l2, and d2, the fall, length, and diameter of the other branch, and
also let c, c1 , c2, be the velocities of the ,vater in these three branches,
and, lastly, let { be the co-efficient of resistance for entrance, and {1
the co-efficient for friction of the water. Then, for the length of
pipes .11.CEJ, we may putl:
1
1
=
=
1
1
+
i
c
+
1. FJ E1 = BC+ D1 E.l h + li,l (' '1 al); + ( 1 ) and
for the length of pipes .l1CE2 :

2.

F2 E2 = BC+ D2 E2

=

h + lt2

dl 2g

.g

(t + ?:1 d!_) ...ig + (1 + r1 d12) �2g
i

=

2

d2
But the quantity of water Q= n c of the main pipe, is equal to
4
2
"'
a
d2
2
c2 of the two
the sum of the quantities QJ= "' J c1, and Q2=
4
4
branches; and hence we may put:
3. d2 c = d/ c1 + d22 c2•
:By aid of these three equations, three quantities may be deter
n1ined. The more usual case is, that of the fall, the length and the
quantity of water being given, the necessary diameter of the pipe is
required. If, then, we assume a. certain velocity c in the main, we
get the width of this pipe by the formula:
d = 4 Q, and we have then only to solve the equations:

J

!)

+ ?:1 c = (1 + ?: 1:) (� :!)
2 g (h + hJ-(t + s, �)c'= (1 + S,� ) (
: �
1'

C

2 g (li + lz1 )- (?:

2

1

2

,

:!r

and
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•
d, = \

d, = \

5

and in order to obtain a first approximation to the values of d1 and
d2, we may omit these from the pa.rt under the radical. If c1 and c2
come out to be very different from c, attention must be pa.id to the
co-efficient {1, being variable, and its value for each of the pipes in
troduced, and the determination of d1 and d2 repeated.

Example. A system of pipes, to consist of one main and two branches is intended to
cRrry 15 cubic feet of water per minute by one branch, and 24 cubic feet by the other.
The Ie,·els showed that in a length of 1000 feet of main, the fal l was 4 feet, the first
branch had a fall of 3 feet in 600 feet length, and the second 1 foot in 200 feet. What
must be the diameters of the pipes respectively? If we suppose a velocity of 2½ feet
per second in the main, then its diameter
4
26 = 0,5754 feete= 6,9 inches. If now (according
d=J
to
== 4 • 39
•C
25 9'
f . 60 •
Vol. I. § 436), we put the co-efficient of resistance for entrance ('=0,505, the co-efficient
of friction (Vol. I. § 435) for velocity c = 2,5 feet, t1 = 0,0253, and as 2 g = 64,4, and

=J

Q J

(:)ll = 1,621, we have for the diameter of the branches

0,0253 . 600 + d,
1 621 • ( i;I O5)1
• '
64,4 • 7 - (0,505 + 0102 53 • 1738) •
s
1 5,t8 + d, . 0, 1 013 = s/1e5, 1 8 + d, and
- /
1706
450,8 - 277,98
5
6
dw • 1,621 . ( 14)' = 5•06 + dw If we
/O,U253 · 200
first neglect d1 and di
d=
169,7
322,0 - 277,98
5 15,18
te
xima
s
the
appro
get
value
d
we
l,
0,39 feet, and
radica
the
under
1
1706
5,06
0149:, feet. If we now introduce the value on the riaht-hand side of the
d=J
dI =

5

y

- .J
• .J

+

.J

=

=

e:uatio:,:� get more accurately d,

= � = 0,

39 1

-- =

feet and

•

5,555 = 0,505 feet. The diameter d
0,391 corresponds to a velocity
1
169,7
4
1
c1
= 2'082 feet,
• d/
0,391� • .,
and the diameter d, 0,505 correspond s to
== 1 ,997 feet,
c� f
... . u,�0511
d, =

5

=

=1! .

=

= ! . -�--

=
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=

and hence we shonld have more accurately for the first branch pipe C, 00263, and for
the other �i = 0,0270, and hence with the best accuracy which the formula admits
/ 16, 1 7 1
0,391
d1 = $/0,0263 · tiOO
= $
= 0,394 feet= 4, 7 inches, and
d2

.J

= J /0.0270 .

.J

+

1706

200

+ 0,

169,7

505

.J

=

1706

0,
=
.J 1 9,7
5

/5,905
6

51 1

feet= 6,13 inches.

C H A P T E R I V.
OF VERTICAL W .A T E R WHE E L S .

§ 81. Water Power.-Water acts as a moving power, or moves
machines either by its weight, or by its vis viva, and in the latter
case it may act either by pressure or by impact. In the action of
water by its weight, it is supported on some surface connected with
the machine, that sinks under the weight ; and in the action by its
vis viva it comes against a surface yielding to it, in a horizontal
direction generally, which is, in like manner, an integral part of the
machine. If Q be the quantity of water (or Q r the weight of
water) available as power, per second, and A1 the fall, or the per
pendicular height through which the water falls in giving out its
mechanical effect, then the mechanical effect produced is : L -= Q 'Y •
h -= Q h 1• If, again, c be the velocity with which the water
upon any machine, the mechanical effect produced by its vis
comes
•
•
viva, 1s :
. c2
c' Q
•
==
L = Qr 2g 2g 'Y
That water may pass from rest to the velocity c, a fall, or height

due to the velocity h =� is necessary, and, therefore, in the second

2g

instance we may also put L = h Q -,. So that the mechanical effect
inherent in water is the product of its weight into the height from
which it falls, as in the case of other bodies.
Water sometimes acts by its weight and vis viva simultaneously
by combining the effects of an acquired velocity c, with the fall h
through which it sinks on the machine. In this case, the mechanical
effect produced is again :
c2
c')
L = Q r . h + Q r - = (h + - Q y.
2g

2g

The mechanical effect Pv yielded by a machine is of course
always less than the above available mechanical effect Q J,, r ; be
cause many losses occur. In the first place, all the water cannot
always �e brought to work ; secondly, a part of the fall is generally
lost ; thirdly, the water retains a certain amount of vis viva after
having quitted the machine ; and, fourthly, there are the passive

